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INTERVIEW / PROFILE – CANADIAN AUTHOR, VOL. 67, NO. 1, FALL 1992

Reader Friendly
No patience with literary fashion, the esoteric, avant-garde

By Gordon E. Symons
The first time I was asked to interview a poet, my journey seemed appropriate; I left the city with
its nerve-jangling rush hours, hell-bent drivers, polluted air and construction projects engineered
for maximum noise and inconvenience, and made my way to the tranquil countryside. Today, I
must leave my rural Ontario hamlet squatting on the banks of a placid stream and return to
Toronto to speak with Susan Ioannou, author of Clarity Between Clouds: Poems of Midlife
(Goose Lane Edition, 1991).
Ioannou has rejected a proposal to meet at her suburban home. “I’m not interested in reading
about my own living room,” she explained, a bit abruptly I thought (are all writers as sensitive as
I am?), though a moment later she offered to buy lunch at the downtown Arts and Letters Club.
It’s a good place to talk,” she assured me. “Neutral. Let’s get together there.”
We do. The forty-eight-year-old Ioannou is taller than I by a dozen inches and reminds me of a
teacher I once had: towering plain-suited, without make-up, and stern. Thank God I did my
homework last night.
A phrase from Ioannou’s latest book surfaces: “My Prussian past…”
Oh, oh. Is this one of those you vill treat me with respect women? She smiles. The stern
appearance evaporates. Her voice is woodstove warm on this crisp winter day, prompting me to
remember the question she asked of her forefathers as part of the same poem.
Did they understand
How to uncrinkle pain,
How to nudge the crooked
And set it square?
She suggests we adjourn to the bar and I immediately cease to worry about her Prussian past.
This interview should go well, I think, because Susan Ioannou knows about the devils of a
writer.
The preliminaries receive no more than token time. Ioannou has an Honours B.A. and M.A. in
English Language and Literature (from the University of Toronto), and was a high school teacher
when she met her teacher husband, later became the managing editor of Coiffure du Canada and
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then associate editor of Ted Plantos’ Cross-Canada Writers’ Quarterly, a role she filled for
nearly a decade. Plantos wanted her to say on. Burnt out, but also frustrated because reviewing
the writing of others left less time for her own work, she declined.
To signal the end of our get-acquainted small talk, Ioannou pushes her shoulders back and tells
me she finds it difficult to be creative at home. “I do my best writing in public places,” she
discloses. “I’ll find a table at the public library, for example, or go to my favourite coffee shop
for two or three hours. In the summertime, I like to pick up a coffee and park myself on a bench
somewhere, preferably at the beach.”
Is that her secret, escaping from housework and forgetting, if only temporarily, about her teenage
son and daughter, her husband?
“Of course not. My secret, if I have one, is to first put a tremendous effort into my craftsmanship
and then to persevere. Only another poet can understand just how difficult it really is: to survive,
to work, to be published in this country.”
Ioannou shares the story of an earlier collection (Motherpoems) that made the rounds, was finally
accepted by a publisher and then, because of a “freak disaster”, was set aside.
“I was terribly disheartened,” Ioannou says, the quietness of her voice unable to disguise her
frustration, still not totally dissipated. “The only way I knew to get this project behind me and
out of my system was to publish it myself. So that’s what I did.”
The Toronto Arts and Letters Club dining room is ancient and monstrous, its dark, high-ceilinged
walls lined with paintings by members. (Though Ioannou also loves to paint, her latest
watercolours are not on display here today; she doesn’t feel they’re good enough. One of her
paintings was hung last year.) Each of the mediaeval tables accommodates eight members and
guests.
We choose one beside a stone fireplace that harbours a thundering wood fire, place our order
with a mature gentleman in a tuxedo, and then discuss Ioannou’s apprenticeship as a poet.
She subscribed to all the “little” magazines she could afford at the time and spent hours studying
the verse she found in their pages, analyzing shapes and sized, developing a set of rules to write
by. She read more books and magazines at the library, liked some poetry, hated some, and
struggled to understand the differences between them.
Her pet peeve then, and now, is postmodernism. “I believe in poetry that is reader friendly,” she
says. “I have no patience with literary fashion, the esoteric, the avant-garde, that which is so
private it closes itself off from the rest of us.” Many modern poets are, in her opinion, intellectual
sheep, following some new way, a “chic mentality”. Her own approach is to select, expand,
rearrange and edit raw inspiration to create a new whole, one she says that is open and
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accessible, and engages the total reader: emotions, ideas and senses. Reader-friendly poetry
seeks not to puzzle, not to preach, but to share.
A particular person provides the inspiration for much of Ioannou’s work and many of the poems
in Clarity Between Clouds bear individual dedications. One that she speaks fondly of as “making
a difference” in “In Your Light”, for Grandmother Wright, whom \she met while visiting a
friend’s cottage. Here’s an excerpt:
Cold as the sand
you found him one morning.
Forty-nine years… And now?
You still summer here on your own.
Water curls, uncurls at your door.
Your granddaughter weeds
her begonias.
Others come by
and go.
You can’t walk far, but your eyes
absorb the transparent sky…
Ioannou beams as she tells how the grandmother clutched the poem to her bosom all through
Christmas, showing it to everyone who visited—according to a granddaughter—pleased and
proud to have been noticed and recorded.
“I believe in the integrity of little things,” Ioannou says, relishing the story. “That’s why it’s
important for a poet to remain quiet enough to hear.”
Much of the time, seeking that calm, she prefers to be alone. Literary events hold little appeal.
Late nights are usually avoided. Public adulation provides neither inspiration nor motivation for
this writer, and she agrees to public readings only from time to time when publishers expect
them.
Lest she be thought of as insular, however, Ioannou is quick to point out her love of, and genuine
need for, her family. Her passion for words came from a literate father who made it a point to
park on her bed for a while each night when she was a child, initiating rich talks on one subject
or another, most often astronomy.
“What gradually emerged,” she says, smiling again as she recalls that nurturing period in her life,
“were words that induced a resonance in me.”
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Today, Ioannou works slowly but methodically, using what she calls the “layering” technique.
Longhand is the only method she can use to first get her words on paper. A computer file is the
next repository for her efforts. Subsequent drafts create new files and eventually she ahs a series
of computer files for each poem—and a corresponding stack of paper, stapled in order—showing
its evolution.
The process, what she calls stirring and smoothing, continues until a work seems done, then she
sends it out in search of a home. If it’s rejected two or three times, she works on the poem again,
looking for “new lumps that need smoothing out.” The passage of time and living of new
experiences help her later to see what may have been invisible at a poem’s conception.
When Ioannou’s output reflects what is going on in her life, as it so often does, she tenders no
apologies.
“For a while, people complained that my poetry was dark and sad,” Ioannou says. “It was true. I
had my private grief. In the space of about two years I lost six loved ones. What I tried to do in
that period, on paper, was universalize my feelings, make them accessible to others and perhaps
provide a bit of hope and help for those in similar situations.”
Too many of us are afraid of the larger emotions, whether they belong to us or to others, Ioannou
believes. Words she doesn’t read often enough these days include awe, grandeur and duty.
Works that don’t get read often enough include those of Fyodor Dostoevsky. While still a
student, she took a week off after stumbling upon The Idiot. Spending every waking moment in
the university lounge, she revelled in the emotions produced by Dostoevsky’s characters, which
were so vividly realized they led lives of almost unbearable intensity. She still returns to the
classics to arouse her aesthetic sense, augmenting this with the visual stimulation of good
paintings and nature.
Ioannou teaches the craft for the Toronto Board of Education, Continuing Education
Department; the University of Toronto School of Continuing studies, and Wordwrights Canada,
a correspondence school.
“The best way to learn something is to have to teach it,” she says. “Reading student work gives
me new insights into the craft of writing poetry.”
The work of beginners has a number of identifying characteristics. New poets want to tell instead
of show, she says. They fail to work with all the senses to let readers see, hear, smell, feel, and
taste for themselves. Another failing Ioannou sees in the work of many poets, experienced as
well as beginner, is the use of abstract language.
She can always tell when verse is nothing more than personal therapy. Though the writing of
poetry is, by its nature, a highly personal act, some of it is simply not meant for the eyes of the
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public, she tells her students, admitting that her own efforts sometimes produce work that
slumbers in a private folder.
What does make its way into print can hardly be called bland. Ioannou’s disarmingly intimate
voice pierces the realities of existence, revealing startling insights and sly bits of aphoristic
wisdom. The commonality of emotions—the universality she exhorts her students to strive for—
is highly visible in all her work, including this excerpt.
The cool house beckons stillness and ginger ale.
Straight, motionless, table and chair
Welcome us home to dusk’s steady, slow ticking,
Old toys patient in corners.
The apple seed cupped on the kitchen sill
Is a promise we watch, water again each day.
These are mothering years:
Minutes folded back, one by one,
Night-light’s glow, one more drowsy page,
Sleep’s blanketed kiss, before the bed
Grows shorter and disappears into stars.
Only Ioannou and I remain at the long table in The Arts and Letters Club. Even the fire has
abandoned us.
No longer towering, and definitely not stern, this poet has been attentive, responsive and
eloquent. Without intending to do so I’m sure, she has managed to make me feel important:
shown a genuine interest in my own work, introduced me to every passerby as the editor of
Canadian Author magazine. She’s issued an invitation to return to the city, anytime, to call if she
can be of assistance, for this project or another. But when I proffer thanks and rise to my fee,
Susan Ioannou doesn’t rise with me.
“I guess you can find your own way to the door,” she says, finally plunging her spoon into the
fruit cocktail.
I should have stopped asking questions long enough to let her eat.
- // -
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ARTICLE, MUSELETTERS, SPRING 1995

Outgrowing a Worm’s Eye View
How Giving Workshops Has Influenced My Own Poetry Writing

By Susan Ioannou
Since 1982, I had given workshops for the University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies,
the Ryerson Literary Society, and the Toronto Board of Education, as well as running my own
Wordwrights Canada correspondence course The Poetry Tutorial. But in 1995, as winds howled
and freezing rain glazed snow banks, I could snuggle deeper into the sofa, freed of trudging into
the darkness one or two nights every week and of planning for the next, and the next, and the
next meeting. The winter off allowed me time to reflect. While some poets resent the hours and
energy that teaching siphons from writing, for me leading workshops brought many benefits.
Best of all, leading workshops took me beyond my own worm’s eye view and made me analyze
how poetry, as an art form, does what it does. Over the years, serious students pressed upon me
their favourite books of poetry and aesthetics. Beginners, especially, asked big questions—
“What makes art art and not life?”, “Who is poetry for?”, “Why do we write it?” All demanded
nitty-gritty, on-the-spot solutions, such as “How can I fix the rhythm in line 3?” I fast learned
that what’s obvious to me about poetry isn’t necessarily so to others.
Being cast in this role of “expert” put me through an enlightening process. First, I had to become
self-conscious. How did my own writing actually take place? Could I even express its mysteries
in sentences? Did others write the same way? Hungry for like and contrasting models, I found
myself reading dozens of Canadian poets—and admiring so many—as I tried to glimpse what
mechanisms fitted their words together.
Once certain principles became clear in my own mind, I had to figure out how to get them
across, in neat little packages of poetry lore. I experimented with pictures, rhymes, games,
quizzes, and other illustrative and mnemonic devices. I concocted exercises to do on the
blackboard with the group. I dreamed up “homework” too, often secretly wrestling with the
assignments myself. Above all, I had to become precise about poetic terms: not just basic
definitions (“Personification means...”), but also subtle distinctions (“Where do symbol and
objective correlative part company?”). I even improvised a few terms of my own, such as “nounmetaphor” versus “verbal metaphor”. This rich cross-fertilization of ideas and differing angles of
vision stretched my own creativity. Every new insight refreshed and renewed—a cool splash of
discovery across the mind. In fact, on several occasions, as I explained, demonstrated,
summarized, or repeated, repeated, repeated, new principles spontaneously took shape.
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For example, from one workshop exercise using randomly chosen words it became so clear that
poems were not just little dicta machines playing back what we told them to say, but could also
arise, almost without us, from the words themselves or the spaces between. Words were a net to
catch experience we had not yet conceptualized. Indeed, sometimes it was more accurate to say
that we didn’t write the poems, the poems wrote us. Many nights, sparked by three hours of
bouncing such ideas back and forth, I rode home on a high, pieces of new poems jostling in my
head.
The workshops raised questions about the origins of my own creativity too. For example, why
did clustering work well for some in the room, but not for others? What made it differ from a
freewrite, or found poem, or spontaneous inspiration? Whose poems began best from a thought,
a word, a picture, or a sound? Which methods, in turn, brought me the best results?
Experimenting with different avenues into the poem taught me a subtle new control born of
flexibility.
My insights into technical points grew not only from self-reflection and research, but were
further honed by workshopping others’ poems. Without my own ego at stake, I could be
objective and concentrate on the actual technique someone else had used. The weaker a poem
was, the more I learned, because problems stood out in high relief. Year after year, certain
solutions popped up again and again, becoming rules of thumb: “Of two verbs, choose the
second”, “Set up a physical point of view”, “Present details in experience order”, “Break a line
on a key word”, etc. As I revise my own poems now, this litany echoes through my head.
After thirteen years, my binder of teaching notes from the Rosedale Heights Poets’ Workshop
alone has swollen to 3 inches thick and weighs almost 8 pounds. What were once faint inklings
of craft gradually led to articles published in Canadian Author, Canadian Writers’ Journal,
Cross-Canada Writers’ Magazine, Poetry Canada, Poetry Toronto, Published, Surface and
Symbol, and Writer’s Digest. They have also been summed up in two Wordwrights Canada
booklets, The Crafted Poem and Writing Reader-friendly Poems, as well as in an unpublished
full-length manuscript*.
The constant interplay between teaching and writing, exploring and trying out, kept my own
poetry evolving. Whenever I stumbled across something new, such as Theodore Roethke’s
continuing triads, I wanted to share and test it with the group, just as they tried out new ideas
with me. Theory and practice, learning, teaching, and writing fed each other—a symbiosis.
What if I had never led workshops at all? Without having seen the astonishing variety of the
good poems, would I believe as strongly that no school or -ism can ever be “the one true way to
write”? Would I still insist that quality is simply genuineness of imagination served by craft?
Without so much practice taking apart and putting back together the weak poems, and without
the fascinating hours of research, pointed discussions, and challenges to find answers, I suspect
that my poems would now be thinner and more left-brain. Doing workshops opened me to read,
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reflect, and experiment, but etch nothing in stone. As I said to each new group, “You can do
anything you want in a poem, as long as you make it work.”
On an emotional level, leading workshops surprised me with how strong my commitment to
poetry is. Coming together week after week, I felt we were like the early Christians—“When a
few are gathered in [Poetry’s] name…” —hidden in campus catacombs and claustrophobic
committee rooms, and if not persecuted by society, at least neglected. No longer marching
onward alone, we formed a little community that supported each other in our worship of words,
together resurrected the failures, and celebrated the ascension of an excellent phrase or a welltuned line. Watching novices replay my own early struggles kept me humble! From another
perspective, doing workshops cleaned up my image for relatives and friends: if an institution
actually paid me for this service, they reasoned, a writing vocation might be respectable after all.
If the best way to learn is to teach, then looking back, the luckiest person in the workshops was
me. More and more I marvelled each year as the subtleties of the art unfolded. Still I am awed at
how complex a process writing poetry is.
And my students? If they have hung onto only one idea, I hope it is what I learned best: the poem
is more than self-expression; it is also an artistic construct that works according to certain
principles and patterns. Our goal as artists is to discover those principles and patterns and use
them to say something worthwhile.

* Published in 2000 by Wordwrights Canada as A Magical Clockwork: The Art of Writing the
Poem.
- // -
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ARTICLE, CANADIAN AUTHOR, FALL, 1995

A Patchwork Quilt of Imagination
What Poetry Means to Me
By Susan Ioannou
For me writing poetry means many things.
It means listening amid the daily hubbub for small resonant silences—rather like skulking about
a mushroom farm where thousands of delicious secrets hide in the aromatic darkness. But when a
particularly large and unpleasant fungus is unearthed, often by the media, it also means daring to
inhale.
Writing poetry means looking at surfaces too, whether the intricate black lace of branches on a
winter sky, or the concrete roughness of a cat’s tongue, for their own intriguing sakes as well as
for what is revealed through them.
Writing poetry also means pulling together fragments. William Butler Yeats wrote of his “foul
rag-and-bone shop of the heart” where images began from “Old kettles, old bottles, and a broken
can, / Old iron, old bones, old rags…” Not all my scraps are this bleak. Many are quieter, more
domesticated: lights and shadows, bits of sensation and unravelled feeling, stray thoughts, and
imagination’s stuffing patched together with a shape and texture of their own. They want to
become a quilt, past threaded to present, layer stitched upon layer.
Sometimes I start my writing from the patchwork pieces themselves, from an image, or from a
vowel, a rhythm, threaded on the spool of sound. I sniff and taste and poke. Each scrap is more
than red polka dots or blue plaid on a white square. I dig between the fibres, find the secret life
within the weave. I move the pieces around this way and that, lay one beside another. What
surprises will these combinations free? What asymmetrical order underlies them all? I know they
are the answer, but what is the question? How shall I name their jigsaw?
Sometimes, a poem begins the other way round. Out of nowhere, a question tugs: How can evil
and good coexist? What happens when we die? My job as poet is to find the scraps—the colours,
odours, tastes, textures, and sounds—not just to suggest, but to embody an answer. I close my
eyes and imagine my toes pinched or wiggling in someone else’s shoes: what would I see, hear,
taste, smell, feel, scrubbing clean hundreds of birds along an oil-thick coast, or crouching one
blood-drenched night in a Rwandan church?
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A third kind of poem is more sociable. These poems I create as gifts for friends: to amuse, to
comfort, to celebrate. However, because many tap into common experiences—a child’s baptism,
the death of a parent, confusion in love—these poems sometimes speak to a wider audience too.
My poetry has not always been the same. Over the years, like a pendulum it has swung from
inner to outer and back. Predictably, the early poems were lyrics, mostly about love and personal
identity. However, once busy raising children, that lyric “I” felt narcissistic and confining. With
the publication of Spare Words (1984), Motherpoems (1985), and Familiar Faces/Private Griefs
(1986), my focus shifted toward narrative poems about a small, domestic world of friends,
neighbours, and family. In Clarity Between Clouds (1991), the narrative continued in poems like
“Eileen and Jean” and “Old Black Cat”, but the lyric crept back in personal records like “Small
Comforts”, one part describing a nap with my cat, the other, a summer evening listening at the
top of the stairs as my neighbour played Chopin on the basement piano. Poems such as “Last
Photos” and “Pink and Indigo” were something new: meditations struggling with deeper issues:
What gives life meaning? How to live spiritually well? Can permanence and flux be reconciled?
These poems were more ambitious and reached (with how much success I don’t know) through
the “I” toward universality.
Now over fifty, my poetic psyche has split. One part is preoccupied with the dark underside of
life: war, pollution, human evil. I am learning to write poems like “North of Capricorn” that are
political in the broadest sense, as well as those specific to world events, like “Srebrenica Suite”
and “Can We Imagine” (about the civil war in Rwanda). The other part of my brain, perhaps to
keep a balance, needs the innocence of a child’s wonder. Writing for young people is teaching
me again how to use rhythm and rhyme to achieve simplicity and light.
Where my poetry will turn in the next decade I don’t know. However, this winding road is the
very fascination of poetry for me as a writer. It leads me, not the other way round. There is no
clear destination, other than the pleasures, insights—and artistic frustrations—of the journey
itself.
Whatever I write, I am relentlessly dissatisfied. Poem after poem, I try (and fail) to reach one
ideal: in the largest meaning of the word, to be true. I want my patchwork colours, scents, and
textures to be as accurate to violets and a cedar fence post as to oil spills, steel beams, and the
raw edge of feeling. I want the overall pattern, whether violently zigzagged or serenely striped,
to tell a story, but as it feels against bare skin.
I admire any poet who can teach me more: how to give words a nugget’s solid brilliance, how to
make lines stretch or snap through exquisite breaks, how to let rhythms march, dance, or run
uphill and down, how to lift a poem on a shout or a song. Like a vampire thirsting to suck new
mysteries from language, I scour literary magazines and books looking for the poem that can
instruct and amaze me.
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For the same reason, over the years I have taught the craft of writing poetry in workshops for the
University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies, the Toronto Board of Education, and the
Ryerson Literary Society, as well as to my private Wordwrights Canada clients, and I have also
run The Poetry Tutorial correspondence course. It’s not that I know so much. On the contrary, by
trying to figure out for others how the words work, I have always learned more than I gave.
The world is astonishing in its opposites: beauty and violence, profusion and simplicity, order
and chance. Through poetry I glimpse the wonders, brutality, and contradictions, and try in my
own writing to catch hold for a moment, to stitch on another patch or two.
- // -
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TALK, THE ARTS AND LETTERS CLUB OF TORONTO, LITERARY TABLE, OCTOBER 22, 1996

Where My Poems Come From
By Susan Ioannou
In ancient times, when asked where their poems came from, the Greeks and Romans would
probably have answered, “Inspiration is a gift from the Muse.” In later times, many poets have
felt the same, except that their descriptions of the Muse have changed. For example, in the
nineteenth century, the Romantics found their Muse in the countryside and wrote about the
feelings that Nature inspired.
Today, despite a move to the cities, Wordsworth’s famous Romantic dictum still echoes: that
poetry is essentially “emotion recollected in tranquillity.” While the subject may no longer be
hosts of golden daffodils in the Lake District, there are urban forms of beauty to discover and
celebrate. As an example, I’d like to read a poem which grew out of a marvellous show last
spring at Gallery One: Annie’s Recipes, sculpture by Anne Lazare-Mirvish. Anne’s pieces were
arranged serenely about the room, each a shining or fancifully coloured undulant block set on its
own wooden pedestal. Only on a closer look, did the raw materials became apparent. Anne’s
sculptures were melded from discarded tin cans, wire, and scrap metal. Although fashioned from
the detritus of a modern cityscape, in her hands these scraps gained a Romantic life of their own
that took me back to the realm of Nature. I wrote the poem to express the delight I felt in looking
at her sculpture, and to share some of the wonderful pictures Anne’s work had set off in my
imagination:
ANNIE’S RECIPES
(Sculpture, Gallery One, for Anne Lazare-Mirvish)
Squares on dark pedestals,
pushing out of themselves,
metal frays, or waves, or grows tails.
Touch us! strange shapes whisper
uncoiling round layers and dents.
Our edges are beautiful!
And knowing how fingers crave secrets,
heaven you frizzle like angels’ hair
over earth’s satiny planes.
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Sparkling, a fish becomes its own net.
Between two yolk-yellow rocks
a crocodile writhes.
Through chain link and litter
out whorls a hole
rigid and ribbed, from where?
From a dark, underground garden,
worm flesh twining and shining in mould-light,
phosphorescent?
Or tunnelling blind beneath branches
deep into witch-black forest
a harvest moon sets afire?
Bereft, a lamb baas.
Who will listen?
—A headless Nereid who kneels in aluminum folds?
Children tucked side by side,
row above row, under a cover
dream with invisible smiles,
for you, like a mother bending to kiss,
have smoothed the red cockatoo’s razor head feathers
and popped three bellybuttons from one deep mouth.
How mysterious such creation
where wire, drink cans, tubing, mesh
awake as 20th-century icons.
Only you could gather and meld and polish
castoffs and air into hard-glowing cushions
imagination dances upon.
Of course, as we hear about labour unrest, soccer fans trampling each other to death, political
and military scandal, and wars constantly springing up around the world, it is not so easy to
enjoy recollections in tranquillity. Instead, many poets write from sadness or anger, perhaps one
reason for their lack of popularity in an entertainment age. However, it is by facing these
negative emotions, and by giving them form on paper, that poets try to control, understand, and
thereby symbolically avert human chaos. Again, I would like to illustrate with a poem written for
a Club member.
13

Not long after I joined The Arts and Letters Club, chatting in the bar one day, Wentworth Walker
told me that his house was being painted by two young students, and how much he delighted in
their easy-going friendliness, and their genuine desire to please and be helpful. Such innocence
and goodness of heart, we concluded, were expressions of the best in young people and were
something to be grateful for. Yet, it struck us both, how fragile such beautiful qualities are
against the harsh tests of the world. The poignancy of this realization prompted the poem “In
Gratitude”, where I chose the image of gazelles to represent the young, because they are
beautiful and swift, but so terribly vulnerable too:
IN GRATITUDE
(for Wentworth Walker)
The young give fragrance to our days,
not flower frail
but wind gazelles,
smooth bellies outspringing
time’s jaws.
They survive on instinct and innocence.
Sniffing, at first, with startled eyes,
they graze on little kindnesses
and trust
the sun will rise,
the moon
never turn tail.
Wiser, we watch them
wend across savannah,
graceful, unwary,
their delicate legs
strong with speed in flight.
We cheer their every escape.
May no hour
bring one down.
Romantics write from personal emotion. In contrast, eighteenth-century Neoclassicists, like John
Dryden and Alexander Pope, were more cerebral in approach, and took their subjects from public
events of social, philosophical, or satiric significance. With Neoclassical writing, I would include
many of today’s poems that originate from research into historic or otherwise significant figures
and events. For example, in 1993 appeared the highly regarded book by our own Richard
Outram, Mogul Recollected. This sequence of poems delved into historical, eye-witness accounts
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to recreate the life of a circus elephant that drowned in a ship’s fire off the coast of New
Brunswick in 1836.
Two of my recent poems have been fashioned from factual material. Both are too long to read
here, but the first, “Villa La Pietra: Visiting Sir Harold Acton” opens my latest book Where the
Light Waits, and is the source of the book’s title. This poem describes Sir Harold Acton’s estate
above Florence, based on firsthand details from a personal visit by my good friend Merla, and
supplemented by my own library research. The second poem, “Bagni di Lucca”, grew out of
another of Merla’s trips to Italy, last spring. Harry Girling had so wonderfully described the
famous spa region in Tuscany where the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley once stayed that Merla had
to see it for herself. Her account after the trip gave me the contemporary details, but to evoke
Bagni di Lucca as it was in the poet’s time, I sought out the letters Shelley himself had composed
while he summered in this enchanting spot. To my amazement, in many instances I was able to
incorporate passages from the letters with very little reworking to fit the poetic line—a tribute to
the poetry of Shelley’s prose. However, the full story behind these two poems would make a
separate Literary Table talk in itself. I mention them now only to suggest the part that research
can play in creating a poem.
Leaving the Romantics and Neoclassicists behind, I would now like to quote a few contemporary
Canadian poets describing their different creative processes. Each creative process I will
illustrate with one of my poems.
For the late Milton Acorn, poetry often began as the voice of someone else. While writing certain
sonnets for his collection Captain Neal MacDougall and the Naked Goddess, he says he actually
heard MacDougall speaking aloud inside his skull:
I’d hear him talking. Sort of in my head.... In some poems, several voices meet until one
emerges. Many times I discover a voice in a poem which previously I thought was my own
creation. The most incredible incident was the creation of Martin Dorion.... When I heard
the poems it wasn’t me at all! You see I’m a second tenor usually, but this was first tenor.
And a very tough voice (1)
I know what Acorn is describing. Many years ago, at a wedding, I met two widows, Eileen and
her close friend Jean. Although both had long mourned the loss of cherished husbands, that night
they decided to snatch life back—to have fun, to get up and dance. Their feistiness, I knew,
would inspire a poem. Later that night I tried to write it. After several false starts, still the words
just wouldn’t take shape. As a last resort, I tried picturing Eileen at home, turning her radio up
loud. It was only then, when my imagination heard Eileen herself speaking, that the poem would
let itself be written—but as her voice, not mine.
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EILEEN AND JEAN
“Today we want to dance
six wrinkled years away,
twist the radio
loud with our living,
tangle our tinted hair,
unbutton down to the rug,
kick caution across the picket fence
neighbours sniff over
watering their own weeds.
Cancer ate my Jack.
Alzheimer’s wasted Jean’s
—she used to smile from Eatons,
polishing filigreed silver,
ringing up bills like chimes,
wrapping politeness in tissue
softer than Blue Grass.
She misses that thread
into brightness, you know.
Me? Fluorescent lights?
Typewriters out-tapping clocks?
I dreamed my daffodilled lawn,
paper Romances, long walks
down to the beach for tea,
sighed my solitude, slow.
Two girls a-blush at men,
we’ve kept our hemlines straight,
powdered the shine from our loss;
six years, folded our hands,
nodded, patient and neat,
the Meek....
But today we have to dance!
For Canadian poet C.H. Gervais, also, creativity is like hearing a voice inside his ear. However,
the words are not simply dictated by someone else, as was the case for Milton Acorn. Instead, as
if rediscovering his own voice long forgotten, Gervais has to coax the words out line by line,
almost as if collaborating with himself. Gervais says:
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I hear my voice clearly. When I write, I constantly repeat the lines. I have that sense when
I’ve written even two lines, I have to repeat them and I don’t know the third one. It’s
almost as if I’ve forgotten the third line. Suddenly, reading it, hearing it, the third line
comes. And the fourth. (2)
Not long ago, I had a similar experience. An old friend was stricken by the death of his mother,
to whom, as an only child, he had been very close. How, I wondered, did it really feel when
someone who had loomed so large all his life vanished, and for the first time he found himself so
alone? One word kept echoing in my mind: “gone”. Like C.H. Gervais, the more I repeated that
single word “gone”, the more I focused on its vibrating shape in my ear, its lightness across my
fingertips—as though it were an object in itself—the more one line led to another and another,
like a long ribbon unravelling. Here is the poem that resulted:
GONE
(for Doug)
gone the baldness and boldness of it
the round, shiny, metallic
truth of gone
stuns like a gong, struck
with blunted love
the numbness of gone
the forgetting that a familiar
hump in the feel of our world
isn’t
the gaping
after a finger snaps
on off
white black
now and for(n)ever
an encyclopaedia
poofed into dust
—shocking!
in time we forget
a little
(we never recover)
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gone heel before toe
teeters, Earth’s edge
every year sharper
peering at space
we taste
a black hole
swallow
unending and alone
what comforts
the naked moment?
we all face it
in turn
dying, if we reflect,
makes living kinder
Some Canadian poets begin not so much from a sound in the ear as from a picture the eye
beholds. A good example is the late Bronwen Wallace, a writer engaged with social issues,
particularly the problems of battered women. She wrote:
For me, poems usually start with a gesture, or a strong visual image of someone saying or
doing something, or a particular angle of light. I try very hard to make that the centre of the
poem, because I trust that intuition, as one that plugs into collective experience. (3)
Wallace’s reference to “collective experience” raises an important point: how relevant is lyric
poetry? Why bother to read about one poet’s feelings or observations? So what if Jane Doe
misses her runaway lover? Who cares if the sun glancing off an office tower makes Joe Blow
feel as mighty as Zeus? When does a poem written in the first person transcend a private diary
entry and offer something meaningful to others?
All poets who write the word “I” must answer these questions. Here is my attempt. Whenever the
first-person “I” is chosen as the poetic vehicle, simply expressing one’s private ego isn’t good
enough; ideally, the poem must work through the autobiographical details for some wider insight
to share. One way I attempt to reach out this way in my own poems is by being highly visual,
creating a scene that readers can imagine themselves in.
For this reason, both as a Sunday painter and a poet I can understand how Bronwen Wallace
draws inspiration from “a particular angle of light”. For example, one night in a Queen Street
café, I was struck by a petite elderly lady sitting across the room in front of the picture window.
She was dressed from head to toe in pink. As the evening sky behind her deepened into indigo,
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even her skin, illuminated through the glass by a pink neon sign, became deep pink also. The
surreal quality of this pink image became a jumping-off point for a long meditation on middleaged angst. I’ll read just the first part, which sets up the mood of quiet melancholy:
PINK & INDIGO (Part I)
(for Merla)
Behind pink neon
glowing against night’s indigo,
we sit within the wide café window,
and over chilled lettuce leaves and pâté
watch the world pass.
Watercolours on off-white walls
lie quiet: orderly rows of Italian roofs
tiled in pink, blue pastels.
Their existence is framed, without change
except, imperceptibly at first,
to fade when exposed to light.
We love the darkness for that reason.
Imagination flushes our colours bright
as the curved pink chair, where a wizened lady
puffs defiance under her broad pink brim.
Smoke uncurls between pink nails,
drifts pink rings down jacket and skirt,
dissolves between pink hose and shoes.
She turns, and her crinkled smile puffs us pink too.
Outside, a streetcar climbs the slope,
sliding with purpose, who knows where.
Electric-lit faces, framed like stills,
glide as the movie draws them along.
—And where are we headed, behind pink neon
gazing into the night?
The poems of feminist Gay Allison also start with visual images, but Allison proceeds slowly,
more intuitively, toward a destination unknown. She says:
I’m very visual. The image stays in my head for a couple of weeks, in a mental landscape.
Fragments make connections. It’s an ordering of chaos. I don’t know what I’m going to
write about until I’ve started writing. (4)
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Like Allison, I have been haunted by an image until it forces out a poem. In National
Geographic appeared a lengthy article and photographs of Chironex Fleckeri, a huge and nasty
jellyfish, living in the waters off New Zealand, which devours not only fish but even hapless
children swimming. I couldn’t get the photographs of this sinister creature out of my mind. Over
a period of weeks, it became a symbol of consummate and enduring evil:
NORTH OF CAPRICORN
(Chironex Fleckeri)
Drawn through darkness
to lights unknown at the edge of a pier
it hovers in summer-warm waves.
Shimmering filaments
bunch and straighten,
bunch and straighten,
a gelatinous clockwork
that kills
—but it has no brain.
Ghostly transparence
four-faced (each with an eye)
it turns full cornea and lens
sensing small shadows
to flee, or entwine
shellfish, children,
fragrant flesh
bumbling into its fiery sting
—instant death—
but it has no brain.
What we call Evil
is it the same:
more than a criminal
slashing to power
but the universe rippling
its infinite net
to destroy to create to destroy
to create
—but it has no brain.
How much is our will
how much, swept along
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on another dark wave
rushing to lights we cannot explain
at the brink of a pier
or regime?
The jellyfish swallows and swallows
for aeons
—but it has no brain.
As the years go by, I set my writing goals higher. Whether or not I actually succeed, more and
more I try to get at artistic truth that is not simply personal feelings or a reflection of events in
the outside world, nor a Postmodern game with language either. Ideally I long for my poems to
achieve integrity and solidity within and beneath the lines, to become three-dimensional, to
breathe, to give off light. But how to write such a poem?
Instead, too often I fidget at my desk, or pace the house, stalking shadows, what Dennis Lee has
referred to as his:
mooching around in an empty space that words may or may not decide to enter, waiting on
them tongue-tied (5).
I feel a pressure build in my diaphragm. I know something is there, but I can’t get it out. On such
days I think of Susan Musgrave’s complaint:
Writing can be likened to fishing. Except I hate fishing. Things never surface for me. I’ve
never once caught a fish that came to the top. The rod bends double. Something’s down
there that never comes up. I think how can people go out there and idly catch fish, as if
they’re not doing some mystical thing? People always think I’m crazy but that’s how I feel.
You hook the darkness. (6)
Eventually, my hook jerks, and pulling on the darkness, I start to scribble. Anything. Much of the
wordrun sprawls flat and transparent, functional sentences muttering the obvious to myself, what
Roo Borson has described in her own creative process as:
a lot of garbage, incredible garbage... reams and reams of junk to get at anything real. (7)
But here and there, words coalesce, a small heap heaving beneath the surface, like a sea monster
about to push back up in a mighty wave. I feel life, a promise. For example, a line floats up
through my mind, and I type it onto my computer screen: “Are words mere show we crawl
under, scratching at matted letters for meaning?” But what’s it about? I’m not sure yet. All I
know is: the words are there.
The rest is what I call “de-writing”—rewriting to determine what I really want to say. Poet and
essayist Thomas Joyce explains:
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As writers, we discover what metaphors mean after their arrival. First, we contend with the
birth, the creature we have before us. Is it a fish or a bird? Does it swim, fly, or both? The
unexpected is to be expected. After we understand the metaphor, we seek the pattern that
wants to make itself known through the metaphor. (7)
Searching the computer screen, I am patient. I trust. One or two of those words—but which?—
will bring me face to face with the beast.
I read the line again: “Are words mere show we crawl under, scratching at matted letters for
meaning?”
“Scratching”—something rumbles under that word. It’s physical. I actually feel something there.
And that other word—“matted”? Something is moving under that word too. But what is it below
consciousness that makes these two stir and pushes them together? To follow these clues, I
doodle free associations across the screen: “scratching—animal, frantic, desperate, claws, itch,
fingernails, dirty—”
“Dirty?” My mind leaps back to that other word, “matted”.
Aha! A link. But exactly what is “matted”? Across the screen I doodle more free associations:
“matted—twigs, brush, hair—“
“Hair?” The word spiders out—fine, fragile, evanescent, something that doesn’t hold, that melts
away.
“Melts”? Snow! Of course, that’s what we crawl under, to find the matted stuff, the twigs and
dirt matted in ice. I’ve got it!
Feeling giddy, I reread aloud: “Imagine words are snow we crawl under, to scratch at matted ice
for meaning.”
No, something’s wrong. There’s a lump in the sound. The phrase, “for meaning”—it sounds flat,
too literal. I’ve got to keep the metaphor going.
I ask myself, what would I find under matted ice anyway? Spring? Certainly, but “spring” is too
general a word. Well, what could show spring, without my having to put a label on the season—
some plant, some flower that blooms early? Crocuses! Happily, I revise the lines:
Imagine words are snow we crawl under and scratch at
matted ice for crocuses.
Now, in my imagination, a whole scene bursts open: I am six years old, in my red snowsuit,
crawling around a whitened garden, my chapped fingers scratching to find a little gold flower.
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Good gracious! Already the poem has acquired a setting, a character, and an event. Has a single
metaphor, “scratching”, yielded so much? Or does the scene spring from something deeper, a
forgotten memory perhaps? It doesn’t matter. What counts is that the moment feels real when my
imagination (re)lives it.
Besides, right now I am a six-year-old in a red snowsuit on my hands and knees. I don’t want to
deal with adult stuff like poetics. Bored, I flop onto my back in the snow, arms wide. Hey, now I
can scoop a snow angel. And so the next lines of the poem take shape:
[or,] flattened on our backs in white, [that] words fan angel wings.
Angel sculpted, I lie there. I can’t get up, or my fists and boots will spoil the two perfect wing
sweeps in the snow. I stare at the sky and watch clouds drift, as light as dandelion fluff. More
lines take shape:
And how could we forget
that words are clouds too?
Puff and blow
uncertainties into solid shapes,
wait—
How far will they glide?
So far, I am having a fine time in what appears to be a reasonably happy poem. The sun is
warming my six-year-old face. I lie content on my red-snowsuited back. Yet that word
“scratching” haunts me. Its animal connotations sound a note beyond my childish amusements, a
dark note.
“Dark?” Startled, I sit up. What am I going to do when it gets dark?
For a little while, I ponder. It’s daylight now. I like making my angel wings in the snow and
watching the clouds. I could play all afternoon. But eventually the shadows will lengthen and the
orange sun sink down. How will I feel when darkness falls? Everything is so strange, as night
comes on. The snow tints blue, and its surface glasses over with ice.
“Ice”—that word reminds me of my father’s warning not to lick icicles, or my tongue will stick,
and when I try to pull it away, the skin will tear off and burn. That’s what I’m afraid of. What if
these weird white words, so playful by day, also hurt? On the computer screen, the next four
lines glow:
But after shadows thin, and night
breaks through its first star,
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throw off snow and run, wondering
what if white words burn?
It looks as if my original happy snow metaphor contains another, about the cruelty of biting cold.
Ah, the treachery of words. How very Postmodern, the adult Susan chuckles. And from this joke,
up pops the poem’s title, “Subtexts” (9). I stare at my completed handiwork on the screen and for
the first time read the whole poem:
SUBTEXTS
Imagine words are snow we crawl under
and scratch at matted ice for crocuses.
Or, flattened on our backs in white,
that words fan angel wings.
And how could we forget
that clouds are words too?
Puff and blow
uncertainties into solid shapes,
wait—
How far will they glide?
But after shadows thin, and night
breaks through its first star,
throw off snow and run, wondering
what if white words burn?
How peculiar the whole process of writing a poem is. Gwendolyn MacEwen knew the magic so
well. She wrote:
For me, language has enormous, almost magical power, and I tend to regard poetry in
much the same way as the ancients regarded the chants or hymns used in holy festivals—as
a means of invoking the mysterious forces which move the world, inform our deepest and
most secret thoughts, and often visit us in sleep. (10)
So to sum up, where do poems come form? Although no doubt there are many other origins, in
this talk I’ve outlined five. First, there are Romantic poems that arise from emotional responses
to everyday events, whether as celebrations of the beautiful and good, or as ways of trying to
make sense of darker elements in the universe. Second, are the Neoclassical poems developed
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from research or intellectual reflection. Third are the poems inspired through the ear, whether
poets hear the words of others inside their heads, or little by little coax out the whispers of their
own deep but forgotten wisdom. Fourth are the poems inspired by the eye—by a subtle angle of
light, or a powerful image. Lastly are the poems that emerge from language itself, as if a mythic
beast lay buried within layers and layers of connotation. Of course, of all the approaches to
writing poetry, not one can claim to be the “right” or “only” path to art. As Thomas Joyce says:
Above all, the poet must write from where he is. If his mind is leaking away like a faucet at
night, he’ll have to start there. If he’s bogged down, he’ll have to write about being in the
swamp. If his heart is bursting, he’ll have to write about cinnamon hearts because the way
to get anywhere is to start where you are and move forward a step at a time. Poems have
our growth at heart, and that is one reason why writers ought not to pretend to be wiser
than they are. (11)
__________
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Interview with Susan Ioannou
By Rand Bellavia
Susan Ioannou is the author of several poetry collections, including Where the Light Waits (Ekstasis
Editions, 1996), and Clarity Between Clouds (Goose Lane Editions, 1991). Her literary articles,
poems, and stories have appeared in over seventy magazines and anthologies across Canada.
RAND: When did you start writing? Why?
SUSAN: I began writing in grade two, as soon as I had mastered enough words and approximate
spelling to get my ideas across. My first effort was a detective story, “The Death of the Murdered
Girl”, broadcast over a local radio station. To me, creating another world out of words was fun. It
still is, although I’ve added magazine articles, writers’ handbooks, and two novels as well as
poetry to my genre repertoire. Writing makes me happy. Writing makes me high. Fiction is
expansive, roaming memory and imagination, making big things happen. Nonfiction thinks. But
poetry is language concentrated, sniffing out nuances, discovering music and magic.
RAND: You obviously write in several mediums. How do you determine which ideas belong in
which mediums?
SUSAN: To me, the word “medium” (or several “media”) suggests a physical material by which
to communicate artistically, such as paint, television, film, marble, etc. In this sense, I use only
one medium: language, although that can be subdivided into the words printed on a page and
those my voice performs aloud in the ears of an audience.
Within this one medium fall my three different “genres”: fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. But I
don’t choose them. They choose me. In the earliest stages, idea is not separable from expression:
the two arrive intertwined. For example, one morning I am daydreaming through my chores and
overhear a voice in my head, lecturing. I stop to listen, and realize that an article is forming. I
listen to the voice a while longer until I imagine the overall shape the explanation or argument
will take. Only then do I write anything down.
Poems and stories begin in a similar way, except that often I’m given the first few dozen words;
the rest of the process is like freeing a long ribbon. The process may remain aural, my listening
inwardly for the phrases that creep up little by little. Or it may grow faster, more visual, as
picture after picture dizzies and I snatch at words—any words at all in the first draft—to try to
pin them down in scribbles. How I tell apart emerging poems and stories is in the hearing. Poems
lay themselves out in my ear in lines. Stories wraparound as sentences.
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For me, creating is intuitive and holistic. I never decide not to put an idea on paper. Every idea
gets at least a beginning on the page, although some soon thin and trickle out.
RAND: What are your writing habits?
SUSAN: My working method varies according to the type of material. Creating a novel’s first
draft is the hardest. Once I have a general idea of how I’d like to start, the only way I can cope—
the length alone seems overwhelming—is to break it into smaller parts and assign a schedule. I
become like Pavlov’s dog, conditioned by walking to the same place (the nearby empty food
court of a shopping mall), at the same time (8:00 a.m., two mornings a week), and following the
same pattern (first warming up by rereading what I wrote the day before, then writing either for
three hours, or until I have a first draft, and finally jotting down ideas for the next day). Walking
home clears my head and lets me spin fresh twists to the plot. After lunch I type.
For a decade I wrote columns for every issue of two different literary publications. Such
nonfiction I find easier, because a deadline forces discipline. As soon as I have the topic, for an
hour or two at my desk I poke through whatever reference or other sources I have at hand and
scribble every idea that floats up. At this stage I amass possibilities without making judgments. If
nothing takes shape, my subconscious needs a day or two to kaleidoscope the bits and pieces.
Again I sit down with my notes. Usually by this point something begins to emerge. Once I have
roughed in my opening sentence, the worst is over. The rest I work out on the computer,
choosing other ideas from the mess in my notes and shifting chunks around, until the sequence is
clear, convincing, and lively. In a sense, I discover what I want to say as I am writing it.
Serious poems the Muse provokes, often at night or when I’m tired. Sometimes I am given the
first line or two, sometimes an image to circle around until I can find the right words.
Occasionally, the Muse and I collaborate if the piece needs factual research. For example, in my
collection Where the Light Waits, “Appointment above Florence” describes the villa of Sir
Harold Acton. As well as a friend’s account, to complete the picture I consulted photographs and
books on Italian architecture for more details to enrich the texture. I never write to music. White
noise (like the mall or household sounds) fades into the background. But a melody tells its own
story that distracts me from mine.
RAND: As a published poet, what advice do you have for less experienced poets?
SUSAN: Many begin writing as self-expression or even therapy, and venting emotion on paper can
satisfy a personal need. To become a serious poet, however, means reaching beyond ego. One can
still write lyric poems, but the “I” must be a public voice that speaks to and for others as well.
How? First, open out antennae to the world. Just as painting is about seeing, writing poetry is
about sensing: colours, shapes, scents, sounds, textures, and nuances both physical and
emotional. A serious poet is curious and empathetic. What’s happening out there? Why? How do
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others feel about it? And—a crucial question—is it right? For, in using language to create
meaning from a multitude of sensory impressions, the poet is implicitly a moralist too.
Second, record these impressions as vividly and precisely as possible. Be exact not only in the
literal meaning, but also in the pictures you paint, the sounds and rhythms words build in the ear,
and the subtle layers of association that radiate into images. Don’t settle for a word that’s just
close. You must be able to justify every single word in the poem—or drop it. Then test your line
breaks and flow by reading the poem out loud several times. Revise, revise, revise, until phrasing
perfectly captures what you are trying to say. Be ready to rack up 20 or more drafts. Artistry has
rules (I’ve detailed them in my handbooks The Crafted Poem and Writing Reader-Friendly
Poems [and subsequently, A Magical Clockwork: the Art of Writing the Poem]), and these you
can learn in writing courses and workshops, and master with practice. So much of what passes
for genius is simply long, hard work.
Third—and this point applies especially to writers seeking publication—ask why anyone else
would want to read the poem anyway. Are all its references clear and complete enough for a
stranger to grasp? Does the theme offer an insight, a chuckle, a shared emotion? Is the language
itself fresh and exciting? If someone else had written this poem, would you read it right through?
Would you enjoy it?
In short, publishing a poem is a kind of giving. Whatever qualities you want in a gift, make sure
your poem holds them out to others.
RAND: How has the Internet changed your poetry?
SUSAN: The Internet hasn’t changed the way I create my poetry, any more than shifting from
pen to typewriter did. At present, it’s simply another medium that makes my own and other
poets’ work available to more people, like a huge magazine to leaf through.
Nonetheless, the Internet has enlarged the meaning of “publishing” to an activity as
electronically easy and widespread as pinning announcements on a grocery-store notice board.
Will this mass access bring thousands of new fans? That depends on the quality of the texts and
how much patience viewers have to sift gold from the printed dross, since most poetry still
appears in the form of a transposed book.
The greatest impact will come when Internet screens of text give way to fully audio-visual
performances: poets shown and heard as they read their work aloud. That combination of immediacy,
intimacy, and entertainment, I believe, can’t help but revitalize poetry within popular culture.
– // –
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Interview with Susan Ioannou
(An excerpt appeared in the Club’s Lampsletter, May 1998)

By Fergus Cronin
Q. Now, you’re a poet, and you’re my first poet in this series. How much of a poet are you?
A. I didn’t realize it was quantifiable.
Q. Well, do you earn money at poetry?
A. I don’t think anybody earns money at poetry. What is it you’re asking me? How much do I
write poetry as opposed to other things? Or how serious a poet am I?
Q. Yes, I suppose how serious.
A. Very serious.
Q. What do you say if somebody asks you: ‘What are you? What do you do’?
A. I say, I’m a writer. Poetry is the main genre, but I’ve published short stories, and a children’s
novel is coming out in the fall. For many years I was Associate Editor of Cross-Canada Writers’
Magazine, and I wrote a column in every issue about writing. I’ve also written articles,
particularly about the craft of writing poetry, which have been published in many different
literary magazines over the years.
My little handbooks for writers, such as The Crafted Poem and Writing Reader-friendly Poems, I
started when I was teaching writing classes. I ran a poet’s workshop for the Toronto Board of
Education for twelve years, for adults at night. I also gave poetry workshops at the University of
Toronto School of Continuing Studies; and in its Creating Professionals residential summer
course, I was the poetry instructor one year. I’ve done poetry classes for the Ryerson Literary
Society, and even given seminars on editing poetry for the Editors’ Association of Canada. My
article on editing poetry is coming out in the next issue of Active Voice, the association’s national
newsletter. Of course, in running my own small company, Wordwrights Canada Editing and
Author Services, I regularly write constructive criticism and advice on other writers’ literary
work.
So, I’ve done a lot of writing around writing, about what it involves and how to do it—
particularly about writing poetry. Often people have the impression that you sit down, you’re
inspired, and you crank out a poem, but I find writing poetry a very long, laborious process.
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Q. An amateur, someone just dabbling in it, a dilettante, might have to wait for inspiration, but
somebody who’s serious does not wait for inspiration.
A. ‘Inspiration’ sounds so lovely, but actually it’s quite hideous. Most poets I know really don’t
like writing—because it’s uncomfortable, even painful. There’s the joke about the person who
has set aside a morning to write and spends three quarters of the time arranging the pencils on the
desk, getting coffee, going on errands, telephoning, and so on. In my case, inspiration is feeling
something building, and thinking, ‘Oh, no, I’m going to have to write, and I don’t want to. I’ll
have to isolate myself.’ It’s often late at night when everybody’s gone to bed.
Q. This happens to you?
A. Oh, yes. Often at one o’clock in the morning I’m sitting in semi-darkness in the living room
with a notebook and I have to get the first draft on paper. I can’t avoid it, and it’s unpleasant. I
hate to use the analogy, but it’s almost as if I’m going to be sick to my stomach—which is a
terrible thing to say But it’s that kind of resistance, initially. The only way I can get through it is
to say to myself, ‘As long as you get the first draft on paper, that’s all you have to worry about
tonight. Then you can go to bed and forget it.’
Q. That’s poetry?
A. Yes. Non-fiction is totally different. Fiction too, I find.
Then there are the poems I approach as a project. For instance, I worked on a series of poems to
do with, of all things, geology. I became fascinated by rocks. I set aside a morning, usually once
a week. Everything else was ignored, and the answering machine was on: ‘Nobody come near
me. I don’t exist. I’m incommunicado.’
I sat with a pile of reference books about geology and I would read, not so much to get
information, but to wait until something hit me and I would say, ‘Oh! Isn’t that intriguing,’ and
like striking a match, it would spark my imagination. As soon as that happened I would begin
writing, but it would be a situation that I had put myself into purposely on a very specific theme.
A boy’s adventure novel [The Hidden Valley Mystery] I did much the same way. I didn’t write it
a home, but went to a food court where I could be anonymous within a public group. I followed a
ritual. I would have my coffee, and read over what I had written the previous day, or week,
however far apart I had spaced the sessions. Then I would say, ‘I must write until I have so-many
pages, or until the time is up. I can’t leave until I do.’ That enforcement was the only way I could
get the first draft down.
Non-fiction is different. When I used to write the articles for Cross-Canada Writers’ Magazine it
was fun. I had a deadline, and I’d think, ‘Oh, oh, in a week from now I have to come up with
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something. Yikes! What am I going to write about?’ The pressure of the deadline would make
something begin to materialize.
Q. What kind of poetry do you write?
A. I wouldn’t say I write any particular kind, other than, in general, free verse. I don’t choose,
say, a sonnet or a haiku, and then write in that form. The form is dictated by the content. When I
say free verse, I know people think that’s just prose chopped up, but it’s not. Not if it’s done
properly.
Q. Didn’t Shakespeare write in free verse?
A. Blank verse.
Q. What’s the difference?
A. In blank verse there is a metrical pattern, but no end rhyme. In free verse there is not
necessarily even a metrical pattern.
Q. So you don’t write blank verse?
A. Rarely. But I believe there has to be rhythm, although not as regular as a metrical beat. If a
poem doesn’t have rhythm and if it doesn’t have the sound qualities such as assonance,
consonance, alliteration, and so on of traditional poetry, it’s deficient. It needs to have the virtues
of the old without the rigidities.
Q. Do you ever write rhyming verse?
A. I do sometimes. I think it’s fun. I enjoy it as a challenge.
Q. I sort of grew up liking the a-b-c-b type of verse, and that was very popular, I suppose, and I
still see it though it’s not in favour any more. I have a feeling that if you write rhyming verse,
you’re looked down on.
A. Nowadays it’s felt to be a little too neat and pat, part of the era that preceded the First World
War. It doesn’t reflect the world as it became afterwards, where everything wasn’t sure, or
secure, any longer. When you think of the monstrosities that happened, how could those old deda de-da de-da certainties remain? That’s partly why rhyme fell out of favour. Also, poetry
became very much an art for the page, as opposed to performance or something you recited to
your friends. It became an art of isolation, where you sat alone in a room with your book and
puzzled, ‘What does it really mean?’
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What a terrible shame, because that public aspect of poetry was downplayed or lost for many
years, though with the young Performance Poets on Queen Street having a rousing good time
with audiences, it’s beginning to come back.
Q. And do they normally recite poetry?
A. Yes, many do it from memory. It’s a performance, literally, not just someone reading in a
monotone.
Q. Their own poetry?
A. Yes. It’s written very much to awaken a response in an audience, although sometimes too
easy a response, not subtle. But at least there’s the urge to play with the sound values of the
words and the rhythm, and to reach out. It’s not as narcissistic and inward-looking as poetry can
become if it’s written only for the page.
Q. I’m always impressed when I read the Romantic Poets. They managed to rhyme, and they
also managed to rhyme anything they seemed to want to. I mean, they didn’t have any difficulty
with their rhymes, and I’m sure they spent hours over some of them. What do you think of them?
Are they completely passé?
A. Oh, no. You have to look at each poet in the context in which he or she is living and writing. I
don’t like this business of passé or avant-garde, forward and backward looking. A lot of poets
take great pride in the clichés that they are ‘on the leading edge’, ‘breaking new ground’, and
‘being avant-garde’, and it’s ironic because those are military metaphors. These poets see their
work as some sort of battle for attention.
Q. They use those expressions with regard to poetry?
A. Yes. There was a whole school, which now is beginning to fade, called Postmodern poetry.
Even the idea of being beyond, past the modern, always ‘we’re ahead of everybody’—
Q. Futuristic?
A. —Yes. That idea isn’t relevant. In my view you have to focus on the poem, and getting that
poem across to a listener or reader, not on whether it’s new or different, super-improved. It has to
exist in its own right as valuable and valid. The ultimate authority is The Muse, and she is a hard
task-mistress. You have to write so The Muse will say, ‘Well done, my child,’ not whether your
cronies, or an audience, will applaud, ‘Oh, that’s new, that’s trendy.’
Q. So that comes back to your own satisfaction.
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A. Satisfaction sounds as though it’s not aiming high enough. Serious poets are not easily
satisfied. Most are perpetually dissatisfied with what they’ve written.
Q. Well, then they don’t hear the approval of The Muse.
A. No. That’s the eternal struggle, that: ‘I haven’t got it right yet.’ And I don’t think you ever get
it right. If you do, you’re dead. You’ve stopped growing as an artist.
If you talk to a serious painter, he or she will tell you something comparable. Writing poetry is
not like making a pair of shoes where you learn how to do it, then say, ‘There. I did all the steps
right, and the shoes are perfect, and I’m a master-craftsman.’ It’s not that simple. In writing a
poem, there’s always an element of not-quite-getting-it-perfect, of whether you’ve really
captured what you wanted, of whether it’s all there. You’re trying to deal with life, with truth, to
see into things, to say something valuable and valid. That’s a pretty big challenge.
If you’re a poet and not humble, then there’s something terribly wrong. It’s the most humiliating
experience to try to make words capture an idea, a feeling, then realize that they fall short. You
just go on trying: ‘Maybe the next time I’ll get it right?’
Q. But you start with an idea, a thought that you want to get across.
A. It’s not that conscious. There’s a feeling that something is pushing inside, and you think: ‘Oh,
no, I have to sit down and deal with this thing.’ I gave a talk at The Arts and Letters Club
Literary Table a few years ago where I described this thing as a ‘heffalump’. Underground you
sense it stirring, and you think, ‘What in heck is that thing in there bothering me, creating a
psychic pressure?’ You work away, you excavate, you bring it above ground. And you hope it’s
alive, because if it’s dead, you’ve lost the whole plan. When you get it up, it’s all dirty and
messy. After you clean and make it recognizable, you ask yourself: ‘Is this a creature I want to
keep above ground, or do I wish I had left it buried?’
It’s not as if you start with a formed idea and simply slot it into words. It’s a process you work
into, little by little, groping to discover what is in there that’s trying to speak through you as a
medium. Now I’m getting to sound very Romantic, I know…
The only times I’ve consciously started from a clear idea are special occasions such as birthdays,
where I’ve written for a simple purpose.
Q. Let’s say you see a mother with her child in a supermarket, and she’s hugging and kissing it,
quite naturally, and you think: ‘What a great picture of mother love. There should be a poem in
that somewhere.’ Does that ever happen to you?
A. Oh, that happens all the time. A lot of my poems come out of real-life situations. To look at
the mother and say, ‘Oh!’—the ‘Oh!’ is very telling to me. Something has clicked.
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But where do I start, what do I say, how do I say it? What is it particularly that is beautiful, that’s
moving me, because we know all the time that apple pie and motherhood are wonderful. I don’t
want to become a Hallmark greeting card, pulling out a series of clichés. So it’s not that easy.
There’s still a great deal of groping to do. Even if I recognize what the ‘Oh!’ is in my experience,
I have to waffle around an awful lot to get at it.
Q. Do you try to make a story out of it?
A. Sometimes, if it lends itself. For example, one long poem started here at The Arts and Letters
Club. Two years ago, when my friend Merla McMurray, who loves to travel, was speaking with
Dr. Harry Girling, he told her when went she went to Italy she ought to visit Bagni di Lucca. He
said Shelley had stayed there in the nineteenth century, and it was very scenic. Particularly, she
should go down into the Lima River valley to see Devil’s Bridge. He painted such a beautiful
picture of it that Merla decided to make a detour with her husband and two friends to visit this
spot. The sad thing was that she forced everybody to make the detour in the pouring rain. When
they arrived, there had been a terrible flood, and the valley was mired in muck and debris, a
complete mess.
When she told me about her misadventure, I decided it was a poem, in a more cerebral sense.
The scenic, historical aspects of Bagni di Lucca, the fact that a poet I liked had spent a summer
there, and the emotional significance of everything that Harry had told her were opposite the
experience she actually had. I couldn’t get over the contrast. It was a story in itself. So I wrote a
poem in four parts. In the library I looked up Shelley’s biography and read his beautiful
descriptions in letters sent back to friends in England. I even took a few of his phrases and wove
them into the poem. It was very conscious research. Putting the poem together took me four
months.
Then there was the poem I wrote last summer about a train trip to New Brunswick. Going
through magnificent landscapes, especially the Matapedia Valley that was very dramatic, quite
frightening in the dead of night, I was fascinated by the physical journey. But it began to dawn
on me that it was a metaphor, the whole affair of travelling from English Canada, through
Quebec where I felt uneasy, into a wonderfully bilingual province—a metaphor for a journey for
a nation, because the railways of course had been so important in the development of Canada.
Again, that was a poem that took a lot. I had the ‘Oh!’ and then worried, ‘How do I put this
together, what am I feeling, what’s really going on inside me?’ The poem took about six months
to write.
Q. How long would it be?
A. Four pages of type single spaced.
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Q. Do you have a favourite poet?
A. No. I tend to admire specific poems. I’ve found, to my chagrin, that if I read an impressive
poem in a literary magazine, then rush out and buy the book, I’m usually disappointed. Even
good poets, in a lifetime, will probably write a very small number of excellent poems. So when
you buy a whole book, you get one or two poems that make it worthwhile, but it’s hard for
everything to be at the best level.
Q. There must be some poets that you like.
A. Yes.
Q. And they would not necessarily all be contemporary.
A. I tend to read a lot of contemporary Canadian poetry. If I get into historical poems, I’m
dealing with control of language that is influenced by the period itself, so that what would be
considered a felicity in nineteenth-century verse may seem totally inappropriate or out of place
today. I can admire from a distance, but my heart isn’t there. I can say, ‘That’s very elegant,’ but
it wouldn’t work in a contemporary context.
But if you want names of poets I admire: I recently discovered a Toronto poet, Kevin Irie, and
another one I had never heard of before, a Westerner, Catherine Hunter. I like them because they
use almost no adjectives, only nouns and verbs. They don’t waste a word. Their poems are
sculptural and powerful. I like John Steffler very much, from Newfoundland, for his
reflectiveness and long lines. Patrick Lane’s poetry is quite harsh, about painful subjects, but
he’s got a few of what I call big poems. I enjoy some of the mature work of Al Purdy for its
breadth of vision. Ted Plantos wrote a moving and intimate book-length poem, Passchendaele,
about the First World War. I’ve always admired Irving Layton as a craftsman; when he’s writing
at his best, you can’t beat him. The late Gwendolyn MacEwen I love for her mysticism.
Q. What about the language of poetry? You mentioned these Queen Street poets, and my guess is
that their language would be rather rude—
A. Some of it is, yes.
Q. —partly to shock. That spoils a poem or a book for me. I’m reading the latest book by
Mordecai Richler, Barney’s Version, and there are some terribly sexy passages, and sometimes
ugly passages, and that has kind of ruined the book for me, although I suspect that he did not
always write that way. He’s decided that that’s the way he has to write these days. How do you
feel about rough language?
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A. In poetry, I don’t like it. It’s partly to shock, partly to be trendy. Many young writers out to
save the world want to tell their elders we’re too smug, complacent, and bourgeois, that things
aren’t right, and we all have to wake up.
Q. But could it still be poetry, composed of crass language?
A. If you use rude language it has to be done for a particularly significant purpose. Often,
instead, it’s a copout: a nod to fashion, or a lack of vocabulary to deal with a point.
Q. So you don’t use vulgar language.
A. If I ever did, it would most likely be only in a piece of dialogue to reveal character.
Q. There must be some meaning to the word ‘poetic’, and surely it doesn’t include foul language.
A. I don’t think it should. In writing a poem, I’m trying hard to create a picture, to get it across to
a reader. I’m writing to say something, and I hope it’s worth reading or hearing. That to me is the
whole point of publishing. Otherwise I would just write for myself and not bother submitting to
magazines.
It’s very important, choosing the words, sculpting the words, making them approximate some
picture in my mind, to recreate it on paper the way a painter would take paints and either recreate
a literal image of a tree, a flower, or a house, or recreate the feeling that object inspires or the
mood it’s associated with. The painter is not just putting colours on to pass an hour’s time. She’s
trying to evoke something with the medium. It’s the same with poetry, the language—for me, at
any rate. I don’t waste it on swearing. I work very hard on the words. I’ll take months and
months before I think a poem is finished. And I’ll rewrite and rewrite, revise and revise. It’s not
uncommon for me to do 40 or 50 versions. Even then, sometimes I’m not happy with a poem, I
don’t know that it’s done.
When I look back on what I wrote ten years ago, I can be incredibly dissatisfied. And I’m sure,
ten years in the future, I’ll look back on what I’m writing today and say: ‘Oh, dear, I didn’t know
about this, and I didn’t understand that, or I hadn’t yet learned something else.’ It’s a very long,
complex process for me, and there’s always some discovery to make. I’m thankful that I never
allowed a friend to publish what I was writing in my twenties. I’m also grateful that I had the
good sense fifteen years ago to purge about 150 poems that didn’t measure up.
Q. That took a lot of nerve.
A. No, actually it was very cowardly. I didn’t want anybody to read how badly I could write. I’ll
probably have another purge and weed out what doesn’t work. I’d be ashamed that anybody
would think such poor craft characteristic.
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Q. You mentioned that you were putting out a book in the fall. Is this your first book?
A. No. I have two books of poetry already. Clarity Between Clouds was published by Goose
Lane Editions in Fredericton, New Brunswick, in 1991. In 1996, Ekstasis Editions in Victoria,
B.C. published the second poetry book, Where the Light Waits. This fall a children’s novel, A
Real Farm Girl, is to be published by Hodgepog Books in Edmonton, Alberta. So I’m working
my way around the country.
Q. And how did you make out? Did you have a good sale?
A. Oh, with poetry books you don’t. The people who read poetry books mainly are other poets.
It’s a small world, not a commercial success at all, with very few exceptions. I don’t know if Al
Purdy made any money at the peak of his career, from his poetry books. I don’t know if Irving
Layton ever made very much. Probably he made more money teaching about writing at York
University. Margaret Atwood is a different story. She’s done very well.
Q. But she’s not a poet.
A. Yes, she is. She began as a poet. And she published another poetry book, Morning in the
Burned House, in 1995.
Q. How long have you been a member of The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto?
A. I joined in 1991—just before the first book of poetry came out. It wasn’t my first book of
poetry, actually. I had done three chapbooks before that. But it was the first full-length collection
by an outside publisher. Most poets begin by putting out chapbooks, or self-publishing a book or
two, until their names become known and until they have published widely in literary magazines.
Q. And are you enjoying the Club?
A. Very much. At The Arts and Letters Club, the members appreciate writers and painters and
musicians. And in my non-professional life, my circumstances are such that most of the people I
know look on writers and painters and musicians as oddities. If I go out among them socially, I
hesitate when they ask, ‘What do you do?’ In some situations I’ll even say only, ‘I’m Larry’s
wife.’ But at the Club I feel I can be myself, and I don’t have to apologize, or make excuses or
long explanations. Club members say, ‘Oh, yes, of course. That’s good.’ And within the writing
community I’m fine too.
Q. Are there other poets here?
A. Richard Outram. When you say poets, I’m thinking of poets who have been published.
Richard has a distinguished list of publications.
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Q. What activities here have you been able to take part in?
A. Mainly the Literary Table, and off and on the Writers’ Group. I was an early chair, in 1994.
It’s difficult for me to come at night. Basically I attend the Club once a week. It’s my day off,
my treat.
Q. Do you have any ideas about the Club as to how it might improve, or whether it’s going in
what you consider the right direction, or are we missing out on something—do you have any
ideas like that?
A. My first thought when I saw the third floor was that it would make a wonderful studio for
dance, and what a shame we don’t have any dancers using the space. Wouldn’t it be marvellous
to come in at lunch time and hear a thump-thump-thump and music from the third floor? I don’t
know if the room has a genuine spring floor; it’s a wooden floor, but I don’t know what’s
underneath it. If there’s some give, it would be ideal for dancing.
Q. At least they’re using the third floor; they have sketching classes every Friday.
A. And we have the Literary Table up there now, after we outgrew the board room. It’s quite
pleasant to see a couple of easels with paintings off to one side. Not long ago, the room was
repainted, and there’s talk of dressing up the windows with curtains or blinds.
But the Club in general: I think it’s fun. What I value most is the appreciation of the arts, which
involves the acceptance of a certain eccentricity, and that tolerance for individuality that you
don’t find much elsewhere. It’s very important; one can be oneself. I can sit here and talk to you
about excavating ‘heffalumps’ and not be thought totally mad. People who understand that
money is not the greatest measure of worth in our society, that there are other values that are
much more or equally significant, who are sympathetic to the struggle towards intangibles, who
have the courtesy to listen—they are important, and as I said, in other circumstances I don’t find
a lot of them. So it’s very nurturing to be here, and to feel part of a long tradition.
When I first walked into this building I was brought by my sister who was a member at the time.
I said, ‘There is something in the atmosphere here which feels very positive.’ And I loved the
Great Hall as soon as I saw it. So she said, ‘Well, we’ll have to make you a member.’
Q. What’s her name?
A. Norma. At that time, she was Manager of the York Symphony, so she had a great interest in
the Club and its musical activities.
Q. Is there anything we haven’t discussed that you’d like to see in this little article?
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A. Occasionally, without meaning any harm, people make comments such as, ‘Are you still
writing poetry?’ I’m always floored by a question like that. How could I not be? I don’t take it
amiss, but I’m shocked by it nonetheless and by the attitude of people who write just for their
own amusement. Can they ever understand how seriously I take it? I’m not trying to be
pompous, but when I look back over my life, there have been times when I’ve worried a great
deal about money, and I’ve thought, ‘Why am I writing?’ and I’ve fallen into a pit of despair. Of
course, you can’t earn anything being a poet. You don’t earn much being a writer of fiction and
literary essays and so on either, rather than commercial or newspaper writing where there’s a
living to be had. And I’ll brood, ‘What’s the point? Does it matter? Am I saying anything that
has any value? Does anybody care anyway?’ and go into a black spiral downward. This selfdoubt happens regularly to many of the poets I know. It comes with the territory.
What I have to do when I get to that point is say, ‘Well, what do I want on my tombstone? Do I
want it written: She was a computer programmer? No. She taught high-school kids how to
punctuate a sentence? No. That doesn’t mean anything to me. But if it is said, She was a poet, I
would love that. It would make me happy for eternity.’ If I look back to when I started writing,
maybe I should not fret about taking myself seriously. I don’t know if it was Grade One or Grade
Two, but as soon as I could scratch a sentence together I wrote my first short story. It was called
‘The Death of the Murdered Girl’ because I had been listening to detective programs on the radio
in those days.
Q. And how old were you?
A. I must have been six and a half or seven, because I could just barely write, but I had to write
my story.
Q. It’s young to be writing a story.
A. Yes. A lot of the spelling was phonetic because I just didn’t know enough words. There were
sound effects throughout: socko, bam, zoom, crash, and so on. All through my childhood I wrote
stories. I had a girlfriend, Jill, who also liked to write, and we did a whole series of girl-and-herhorse stories. My late father encouraged me. He loved words. He was a magazine editor, but also
wrote freelance. He wound up in advertising. Our family had friends involved in writing of
various kinds. That was the milieu I grew up in.
Q. Were you a teacher?
A. Actually I took my first teaching job because it meant I could get married. My husband and I
would then have enough money to live on. He hadn’t yet sorted out where he wanted to go in
life. Since there was a shortage of teachers, I decided I’d try it for a year, but I stayed for six. By
that time I was married, and we had bought a house. I stopped work in order to have a family,
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and later switched to teaching adult writing workshops. But all along, I was writing: I wrote
articles about teaching.
Q. You were born in Toronto?
A. Yes, I lived downtown, then in the suburbs, then downtown again. Now I’m back in the
suburbs.
Q. I’m still not sure how to pronounce your name.
A. There’s an easy way to remember: ‘Yuh wanna cup of coffee?’ It’s really Yo-ON-oh. In
Greek it means Johnson.
– // –
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Interview with Susan Ioannou
By Tais Lintz
Did you always like to write?
Yes, but I began by writing fiction. To a small child, detective shows on the radio meant
excitement. Not surprisingly then, by grade two as soon as I could string enough words together
(spelling them just as they sounded), I composed violent crime stories of my own. The noisiest
was “The Deth of the Mrderd Girl” [sic], published in a family friend’s column in the Paris Star,
and subsequently read over radio station CKPC in Brantford, Ontario. During the next few years,
the violence was replaced by more-domestic themes, such as a narrative written in the voice of
Nosey, my cat, about being scared on Halloween. Later followed a series of girl-and-her-horse
stories created in tandem with my friend Jill next door. Lacking television in those days, we lived
our fantasies through writing. We also wrote simply because it was fun.
It wasn’t until adolescence that I turned to poetry. As is often the case, such high school lyrics
struggled to defuse teenage anxieties about belonging and first love. Little by little, through
university, then a brief career as an English teacher, the confessional writing gave way to broader
poetic questions. What were people down the block, or across an ocean feeling? How did all of
us figure in our contrasting landscapes? Today, most of my poetry focuses outward. If sometimes
the voice happens to be “I”, it aims beyond mere autobiography to encompass, not shut out, the
reader.
Is there anyone who motivated you to achieve your goals?
In the literary community, there are many Canadian poets I admire for a multitude of reasons.
My long list could begin with Gwendolyn MacEwen, Patrick Lane, P.K. Page, Colleen
Thibaudeau, Karen Connelly, and go on and on. Whenever I read a brilliant poem, my heart does
a little dance. Knowing how tricky it is to pull off the grand illusion that a good poem is, I am
thrilled whenever a fellow writer succeeds. I also try to figure out how! I want to learn, for
myself, from the best of the best.
On a personal level, I have to say my father. When I was a child, he insisted that I finish
whatever I start. His rule has made me persistent, a useful quality when submitting work to be
published. More important, he too loved words, not only for what they could convey, but for
their very shapes and sounds. A second influence was Kathleen Marshall, the Paris Star
columnist mentioned above, who served as a role model. Not only did she make being a writer
appear the most normal of occupations, but her whole manner of living (conversation, clothing,
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decor, entertainments—not to mention an artist husband) impressed on me the power of the
beautiful in life.
What are your publications?
I’ve written all sort of things over the years, from general articles, and columns about literature,
through poems, chapbooks, writers’ guides, and full-length books. Current major titles are the
two poetry collections Clarity Between Clouds (Goose Lane Editions, 1991) and Where the Light
Waits (Ekstasis Editions, 1996), the children’s novel A Real Farm Girl (Hodgepog Books, 1998),
and the literary study A Magical Clockwork: The Art of Writing the Poem (Wordwrights Canada,
2000). For anyone who is curious, a complete Literary CV appears on my website
http://www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/
Which publication do you think is your best. Why?
The next book is always the best, because it holds out the potential for perfection. Once it’s
published, reality deflates the dream. Never am I satisfied with my work. Never do I feel, “At
last, I’ve mastered the art. From now on, the words will be easy.” In fact, with every year, I am
slower to consider a poem “done”, and revise, revise, revise, well past a fifteenth or twentieth
draft. When I look back on my previous books, they seem only stepping stones on a long
journey. Always, I feel so much more is needed before my poetry is full and true. The big
question is what? I read other poets with a hawk eye, to probe their secrets, discover how they
drill into that golden vein. But mainly I struggle amid my own words, groping forward to grasp
some unknown that I want to make visible, if I can ever figure out what it is.
What literary organizations/groups do you belong to?
Since it began, I have been a member of the Canadian Poetry Association, and in the past helped
out on its executive. Its openness to anyone with an interest poetry—writer or not—is important
when most Canadians are only beginning to value our culture. As well, I belong to The League
of Canadian Poets and The Writers’ Union of Canada. I am also a professional member of The
Arts and Letters Club of Toronto. Within its historic walls hover the ghosts of The Group of
Seven painters, novelist Robertson Davies, composer Healey Willan, and so many fine artists
and writers of Toronto’s cultural past. I go there for artistic nourishment from both the dead and
the living.
What would you say was the biggest problem you encountered in writing/publishing?
In writing, my biggest problem is tunnel vision. Deep inside a feeling or image, I’m not sure how
it looks to others. I am always having to force myself outside, to look at the words on paper as a
stranger would. For me, writing is a tug of war between the organizing and shaping craft-based
powers of the left brain and the highly charged dash and flash of the intuitive right brain.
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Sometimes I must struggle to impose order on chaos. More often I have to wrestle off the chains
of calculated technique to let a poem dance and breathe. For me, control is seductively easier
than freedom, and I must often resist it. The only means for knowing which should be uppermost
in a given poem is time. Again and again, I put a poem aside, then come back to it a week or a
month later with fresh eyes, to see if it jumps off the page, or is struggling for air, knotted too
tight in its own lines. Because such checking and rechecking can drag on for months, even years,
I have several poems “in the works” at once, and stay fresh by alternating among them.
As far as publishing is concerned, I worry about it much less these days. I assume that eventually
if a book has any merit, it will find its publisher. One simply needs much patience and
persistence. Send the manuscript out, again and again, and don’t waste time fussing in between.
As far as individual poems go, mine tend to be much longer now, which makes them more
difficult to place in print magazines that have limited room, and sets them beyond the line limits
of many writing competitions. Most of my new poems also deal with politics, war, and—of all
things—geology, not the sort of emotionally warm material readers seek. However, publication
is secondary.
So what motivates you most to write now?
Since September 11 especially, I’ve given the question a lot of thought. At first the terrorist
attack left me without words. How could a few lines scrawled on paper come to terms with such
evil? My work felt utterly trivial. Was art, I agonized, now meaningless? However, after several
months, I came to my senses: art does indeed matter, very much. While terror destroys, art is the
counterforce. The simple act of writing a poem or a story, no matter how modest the result, in
itself is an affirmation. Out of nothing, something has been created. Through its images and
symbols, art celebrates our ability to shape, to order, and to find meaning, and by so doing, to
nurture good. Art embodies the values of a civilized life, something particularly important to
focus on now. Besides, decades later, it’s still fun. A sense of play, however, doesn’t reduce
poetry to “just a hobby”. Far from it. Nothing could be more intensely challenging than the
pursuit of art.
– // –
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E-MAIL, NOVEMBER 5, 2002

Reply to Katrina
By Susan Ioannou
Katrina wrote:
hi my name is katrina and i am doing a poetic analysis of susan ioannou’s works and would
appreciate it if you could send me any information regarding the meaning of these poems,
symbols, literary devices etc for the following poems: Mothering Days, Shall I daughter and
Lake View. Thank you very much

Dear Katrina,
A poet is very different from a literary critic. I never sit down to write my own poem thinking,
“Now, what literary devices can I put in?” Instead, the poem begins from a scene, or a
relationship, or a question, and all my efforts go into trying, however I can, to get my feeling
about it across.
Basically, I write by groping to discover the words I need. I write a line this way, then that, then
try it another way, over and over again, until it says what I want it to—until it finally sounds
“right”. Often a poem can take 20, 30, or even more drafts before I believe it is done. If it
happens to hold a number of metaphors and other poetic devices, that’s great, but almost a
surprise. They find their way in simply because they convey the feeling I want.
When a teacher asks you to analyze literary devices, etc., s/he hopes the assignment will help
you appreciate the skill and hard work behind a good poem. But a poem goes much deeper than
technique. It’s an intricate web of craft, emotion, and intuition, not easy to separate into neat
compartments. Yes, I can tell you in a general sort of way about the principles that creating good
poetry should follow. In fact, I even wrote a whole book about it: A Magical Clockwork: The Art
of Writing the Poem, published by Wordwrights Canada
http://www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/magic.html
For me, writing poems is a long, slow process of discovery. I can’t sum up in a few paragraphs
everything that is happening in the three poems you mentioned. In fact, I may not even be
conscious of everything going on in the poem myself. As a poet creating, I am in a very different
mental space from that of a literary critic analyzing. I work from the inside out, from the feeling
within to the words I hope will express them on paper. Often I can’t sum up that original feeling
in just a single phrase—or I wouldn’t have needed to write a whole poem at all. In contrast, the
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critic starts from the outside, looking at the words first and trying to plumb what was behind
them.
The essay “Where My Poems Come From” [previously on the University of Toronto Canadian
Poets website; see above] may help clarify my own writing process further. It describes in a
general way how some of my other poems came about. The part about my writing the poem
“Subtexts” may be especially helpful.
For your assignment, what I suggest is that you read each poem to yourself, first silently to let
the ideas sink in, then out loud to hear the sounds and rhythms, then silently again, several times.
Ask yourself: What parts do you like? Why? What is it exactly that catches your attention? Is it
the idea or feeling, or the way the words say it, or the sounds they make? With a poem,
enjoyment should always come first, whether it be for the sounds, or the pictures, or the insights
it offers, or the feelings it awakens, or all of these aspects blended together. Analysis is simply
the tool for figuring out how an image or rhythm or thought or feeling was presented that made
you like it.
I can tell you a little to get you started. I like your choices of poems, since “Mothering Days” and
“Shall I, Daughter” include the figures of my own daughter and son playing. When they were
little, we had so many wonderful times together, but now both are grown up, and my daughter is
married and living in her own home. Like “Lake View”, each poem has a setting at least partly
outdoors. However, it is an imaginary location, chosen for a certain emotional quality, more than
an actual place in the real world. Ask yourself how do sunny hillsides, a waterfall near an
orchard, and a quiet beach make you feel? What are the people in each poem doing? Are they
doing it together, with others, or alone? Also notice how the poems are arranged on the page: one
is in three-line stanzas, the others in (mostly) four-line stanzas. What if there were no stanza
breaks at all, just one big block of print? One poem is written in questions, instead of statements.
Do those differences change how you react from one poem to the next? What other differences
and similarities can you find?
To me, the best literary criticism is appreciation—talking about why you value a poem, rather
than taking it apart simply to put labels on the various pieces. The best criticism should increase
enjoyment (not kill it), by drawing the reader even deeper into the many possibilities and
connections behind the words.
After you’ve done some reading and thinking on your own, if you have specific questions about
particular lines, or ideas, or sounds, or images in each poem, I can attempt to answer.
– // –
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E-MAIL, MAY 22, 2003

Reply to Josephine
By Susan Ioannou
Josephine sent several questions, shown below

Dear Josephine,
Congratulations to you, your group, and your teacher for your interest in Canadian poetry. Our
literature is a kaleidoscope of styles, subjects, and forms. I am delighted to answer your
questions.
Please give our classmates an idea of your writing environment, and tell us a little about
your hometown and your daily schedule.
I was born and still live in the city of Toronto, Ontario. My workday begins at 7:30 a.m. in my
basement office, bright with windows looking up at the treetops and sky above my backyard.
There I “telecommute” by e-mail to my morning editing clients. (Editing helps pay my expenses
—most poets never earn a living from writing.) By 10:00 a.m., I have breakfast, then settle into
my own writing and literary projects for a few hours. After a late lunch, I go for a walk to do
errands, then put in another hour on my literary work before dinner. In the evening, I must often
telecommute to clients again. Between assignments, I relax with my husband.
When did you first start writing?
Around the end of grade one, as soon as I could sound out words enough to print them (many
misspelled) on paper, I began mimicking detective programs on the radio. The short, actionpacked stories I wrote were full of loud effects such as “Bang! Crash! Boom! Socko! Wham!”
One, “The Death of the Murdered Girl”, was published in the Brantford Expositor newspaper
when I was seven. After that, the stories just kept flowing. It wasn’t until I reached high school
that I was drawn more to writing poetry.
What has kept you inspired?
Just being alive is inspiration enough. There is so much to see, to feel, and to think about, if we
keep our eyes, ears, and hearts open.
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What advice can you give us about writing?
Separate the act of writing from editing. In your early drafts, free your imagination (your “right
brain”) to range as widely—and fancifully—as possible. Listen and look: what a curious world
surrounds us. Immerse yourself in daydreams, and wonder “What if…?” to generate new ideas.
When it’s time to revise, your analytic (“left brain”) skills must kick in. Stand back and look
hard at what is actually on the page. Does it say clearly what you meant? Is there enough detail
for a total stranger to understand the context? Are the first lines the real beginning, or only
warming up? Are the middle parts in order or backwards? Do the last lines feel like the end? Is
the language vivid enough to grip a reader’s attention? Professional writers revise many times.
Take pride in your words.
Is reader feedback important to you?
When I write, I always hope there will be someone “out there” who enjoys or is touched by what
I create. A lot of the time, though, it feels as if the words are flying into the unknown. Of course,
book reviewers provide feedback on a work’s literary merit. However, writing to suit their tastes
or fashion is not the same thing as art. I believe a writer should be his/her own harshest critic,
filtering any praise through the tight mesh of high personal poetic standards. Over the years,
what has delighted me more are the occasional notes from readers sharing how they felt about a
poem or article. I am always touched that anyone takes the time to let me know.
What is your philosophy regarding poetry in regard to your personal works?
First, I want my writing to be “true”. My poems’ basic stance toward the world is wonder at its
marvels, even in the most seemingly insignificant things, coupled with compassion for the way
we humans muddle along. I try to probe to the heart of things, not just do flashy tricks with
words. In my opinion, even the most stunning image is a failure if it doesn’t work as a team
player to build the poem as a whole. Second, I want my writing to be “accessible”. Readers
should be able to grasp the overall idea the first time through (just as an audience must in one
hearing, when I perform in public). Any subtleties that may emerge on a second or third reading
are bonuses that add to the pleasure of the poem.
What type of poetry do you write?
Mainly, I write “free verse”, because I like its flexibility, not because it’s any easier than
traditional forms. Free verse is more than prose chopped up, and has its own exacting rules.
These rules are just less obvious than keeping to a fixed set of beats and rhyming the ends of
lines. However, I do enjoy playing with metre and rhyme in my children’s poems and light verse,
and have composed a few sonnets and a glose.
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What is your background and/or formal training?
I hold an Honours Bachelor of Arts degree in English Language and Literature and a Master’s
degree in English Literature from the University of Toronto. Still, much of what I have learned
has come from my own long wrestling with words, as well as from reading widely and thinking
about how other Canadian poets are writing. When I read weak poems in magazines, I ask
myself what exactly I would have done to make each better. When I stumble across a brilliant
poem, I want to figure out what makes it works so well. The writing principles I’ve learned are
summed up in my book A Magical Clockwork: The Art of Writing the Poem, published by
Wordwrights Canada in 2000.
http://www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/magic.html
What is your favourite piece and why?
My favourite is always the poem I’m just beginning, because it is so full of promise. I revise a
lot, often writing thirty or more drafts, until nothing else sticks out that need “fixing”. Once all
the lumps have been smoothed, and a poem is finally “done”, I’m eager to move on. Many
examples of poems from my books appear on my website:
http://www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/feature.html
Do you ever get stuck?
All writers get stuck, sometimes. However, experience has taught me not to panic. I trust my
subconscious mind to work out a problem in a poem, as long as my nudging allows the Muse
enough time. I don’t worry about fallow periods either (they allow the field to regenerate). If
poems aren’t sprouting, I shift to writing articles or stories for a while.
Who are your favourite poets?
I admire any poet whose poems can touch me, offer insight, or teach something about the art.
There are many Canadian poets I respect—to name just a few, Patrick Lane, Charles Lillard,
Gwendolyn MacEwen, and P.K. Page.
Where do you get your ideas from?
Ideas are everywhere—even in what some might consider not “poetic” topics. I try to stay open
for anything to spark my imagination. For instance, this spring I finished writing a collection of
geological poems about minerals, crystals, and mining. A few years before, I wrote a sequence of
very harsh poems about the war in Yugoslavia. Yet I also delight in silliness and playing with
ideas, as in my children’s poems. When I was young, of course I wrote love poems. After I
married, when my son and daughter were little, I wrote the book Motherpoems. Now I’m more
interested in looking at the big wide world than in laying out my private feelings.
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How important is writing poetry to you?
Writing is very important to me, second only to my family. It represents my way of sorting
through and coming to terms with the best and the worst of what happens in life.
Does the poetry of any poet inspire you?
Many poets are inspired by a painting, a photograph, or someone else’s poem. For several
months, Kitchener, Ontario, poet Lenny Everson and I “debated by poem” on a philosophical
theme, building a sequence by bouncing lines back and forth off each other through e-mail.
However, most of my work springs either from everyday life, or from researching a subject.
What do you think of poetry today? It is our opinion (my group mates) that people write
poetry because they need to express emotions. The writing style has evolved from the times
of Byron, or Frost.
Many do begin writing poetry as a form of self expression, and “Confessional” poets continue in
that vein. However, other writers become fascinated with poetry from different angles. In recent
decades, for instance, “L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E” poets have played games with the words’
structure and associations, rather than dig deeper to share feelings or ideas about the world.
“Concrete” and other “Experimental” poets have treated the words’ consonants and vowels like
the colours on an artist’s palette, to be mixed into inventive visual designs on paper, or chorused
into a soundscape on tape or on stage. The “New Formalists” are concerned more with mastering
such forms as the sonnet or ode than in expressing emotion per se. As I mentioned before, even
though my poems are conventional free verse, the new geological collection has little to do with
emotion. These days, Canada boasts not one, but many kinds of poetry. So what makes a poem
be a poem and not prose? For me, it is the concentration of the language, its heightened focus
and tension, regardless of content. These qualities are created not only by vibrant imagery, but
also (except for “prose poems”) by using lines carefully laid out within stanzas as the unit of
composition, rather than sentences that sprawl into paragraphs. To me, any form of poem is
interesting and valuable—provided it is constructed with skill. It’s a matter not so much of
“what” is done, but of “how well”.
Can rap be defined as poetry?
For much of the twentieth century, people absorbed poetry by sitting alone, quietly reading a
book. Such writing for the page allowed poems to be more layered and complex because they
could be reread and mulled over. In the past decade, there has been a shift once more toward
poetry as an oral art to perform in public. Right now in Toronto, “Spoken Word” poetry is a
popular entertainment in nightclubs, and “Slams” (live poetry contests) are a regular event. Poets
match their skills in creating and performing a poem on the spot, then the audience votes on a
winner. Rap, too, is an oral form, and so must be understandable in a single hearing. For this
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reason, some “Page Poets” (who write primarily to be printed in books) think that Spoken Word
poems lack depth and subtlety. Spoken Word poets counter that much of what the Page Poets
read is too dense to understand in one hearing and often too blandly performed to be fun.
Personally, I think that each type of poetry is valid—if created to a high standard. Flamboyance
on stage isn’t enough by itself to make a Spoken Word poem or Rap good, any more than
publishing a weak poem in a magazine automatically ups its quality. Every form of art has its
own rules of excellence.
In our research we found anthologies and poetry mainly written by white males. Why can't
women and Black writers be found?
They can be, if you know where to look. Here are a few anthologies containing Canadian women
poets of diverse backgrounds, which should be available in a large public library.











Anthology of Native Poetry in Canada, edited by Jeanette Armstrong, Broadview Press,
2000.
Celebrating Canadian Women: Prose and Poetry by and about Women, edited by Greta
Hofmann Nemiroff, Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1989.
Daughters of the Sun, Women of the Moon: An Anthology of Canadian Black Women Poets,
edited by Ann Wallace, Williams Wallace Publishers, 1991 (some of the poets: Dionne
Brand, Claire Harris, Marlene Nourbese Philip, Afua Cooper, Ahdri Zhina Mandiela).
Fiery Spirits and Voices: Canadian Writers of African Descent, edited by Ayanna Black,
HarperCollins Publishers Canada, 2000.
Full Moon: An Anthology of Canadian Women Poets, edited by Janice LaDuke and Steve
Luxton, Quadrant Editions, 1983.
Grammar of Dissent: Poetry and Prose of Dionne Brand, Claire Harris, and M. Nourbese
Philip, edited by Carol Morrell, Goose Lane Editions, 1994.
Pillars of Lace: The Anthology of Italian-Canadian Women Writers, edited by Marisa De
Franceschi, Guernica Editions, 1998 (some of the poets: Mary di Michele, Anna Mary
Melfi, Gianna Patriarca, Liliane Welch, Carmen Ziolkowski-Laurenza).
Shakti’s Words: An Anthology of South Asian Canadian Women’s Poetry, edited by Dianne
McGifford, Judith Kearns, TSAR, 1993.

The University of Toronto Library Canadian Poets website features biographies, poems, and
essays about numerous Canadian poets. Two Black women poets linked there are Dionne Brand
and Afua Cooper.
http://www.library.utoronto.ca/canpoetry/index_poet.htm
The Full Members’ page of the website of The League of Canadian Poets also links to
information about Black and other ethnic members. Such women poets are Lillian Allen, Kuldip
Gill (India), and Sky Dancer/Louise Bernice Halfe (Native Canadian). Male poets are Segun
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Akinlolu, George Elliott Clarke, Rienzi Crusz (Sri Lanka), Rudyard Fearon, Peter Jailall
(Guyana), Norman Kester (South Africa), Dwayne Morgan, and Daniel David Moses (Native
Canadian).
http://poets.ca/wordpress/poets-members/full-members
The website A Celebration of Women Writers gives even more links by author name, century,
country, and/or ethnicity. You’ll be astonished at how many women writers are listed.
http://digital.library.upenn.edu/women/
For more, go to Amazon, the Canadian online bookstore. Select the category Books, then in the
Search box type the keywords “anthology women poetry”. Over 50 items will turn up, covering
poetry by women of many nationalities, and from different historical periods.
http://www.amazon.ca
One last Web page that will link you to other sites about and for Canadian writers is provided by
Wordwrights Canada.
http://www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/WWClinks.html
I trust the above will be of help and build your interest in Canadian literature. Thank you for the
opportunity to tell you about myself as a poet.
– // –
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READING, THE ARTS AND LETTERS CLUB OF TORONTO, LITERARY TABLE, NOVEMBER 18, 2003.

From May to December
By Susan Ioannou
There are a number of reasons why I have titled my presentation today “From May to
December”—none of which involves singing for you that old favourite “September Song”.
Instead, I hope to entertain you with my own creative efforts. I’ll begin with a few poems, then
conclude with a short story.
The first reason for my title is my daughter, who happened to be born in May. Last spring, what
a shock it was on her birthday, to realize that she was turning thirty. How could my little girl
have grown up so fast? And when did I get old enough myself to have a thirty-year-old
daughter? Yet even though we now share the world as adults, our lives have remained so
different.
When I think of my daughter, I always picture her as a dervish, whirling from one activity to
another—teaching day school and night school, coaching track, running extracurricular
activities, tutoring, writing, painting, socializing, but especially dancing, which has become the
primary passion in her life. Dancing exacts a high price, but its power over the devotee is
hypnotic. I have tried to understand how that obsession must feel, from the inside.
LATIN DANCER
(for Pollyanna)
The music muscles crave is like no other,
tugging her to dance, from inside out.
Sultry rhythms quiver, and a samba
swivels satin heels beyond the crowd.
Opened to the tempo’s urging,
she becomes the brio motion sings:
shoulders, hips are verbs, each gesture teases
with a smile, a wink, a tossed-off kiss.
Whirling free, her body slips dimension.
Time and space dissolve against wet skin.
Grace embraces strength, and glimpsed perfection
pushes her to sway and spin again.
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As is the case for most serious creators, mastering an art demands a constant striving for
improvement. As my daughter whirls away, I feel as though I am watching a mountain climber,
determined in her long uphill challenge.
At the other end of the calendar is my son, who was born in December. While he won’t turn
thirty for another two years, his life is just as dauntingly hectic. In the past twelve months he has
travelled as far afield as Nunavut, Scotland, French Guyana, and the former East Germany, to
name only a few of his destinations. He survives on five or less hours sleep a night, squeezing
himself into a bedroom that is an obstacle course stacked high with journals, books, computer
printouts, rocks, and outdoor gear, as he concludes a rigorous ten years of university to earn his
Ph.D. in Geology. Like many men of science, he is impatient with his mother’s romanticism, and
scoffs at her fanciful interpretations. Nonetheless, I keep insisting that one day, for certain, part
of him will lean more sympathetically toward my point of view.
ROCK SAMPLE
As he tilts the rock sample across his palm
chipped turquoise becomes
the Caribbean
glowing against its night of porous stone,
solidified waves, moon hidden behind
the dark, breathless
as a barely perceptible ache
his rational mind denies
—merely chemical formulae.
Only more years will wear away
even the hardest logic, to trust:
turquoise sings in the brain,
fissures will finger out love,
and the tiniest particle hovers
always beyond explaining.
Only with age,
will analysis soften
simply to murmur how beautiful
and accept not fully knowing
—that deeper wisdom
of wonder.
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My theme of May to December isn’t simply about my children’s birthdays, however. It also
touches something broader.
When I look back on myself at thirty, I realize that my own life was equally as hectic as my
children’s, albeit in different respects. I also think of my father—how he used to reminisce about
his mother’s thirtieth birthday party. In Baltic East Prussia, where he grew up, turning thirty was
a momentous occasion, celebrated with great fanfare in a huge party for family and friends. That
birthday meant that a once mere-slip-of-a-girl had, for the first time, acquired that certain je ne
sais quoi that the French attribute to une femme d’un certain âge. In other words, she was now in
full bloom—a woman.
So naturally, on my turning thirty, my father had insisted on taking us all out to celebrate. In
retrospect, I don’t think I felt much different immediately afterwards, and for several years
seemed just as busy, dashing here, there, and everywhere as before. However, as the decades
slipped by, I must have learned a thing or two, as I discovered my perspective changing. My
grown children’s busy lives are far from a mirror of my own present adult life. Instead, they
awaken a potpourri of emotions. On the one hand, I do indeed envy their beauty and strength.
WATCHING THE YOUNG
(for Anita)
I want to lick them
with my eyes,
feel that old purr
rumble to a start,
rub my face
against the glow
illuminating perfect skin.
Their smoothness
warms me.
Their easy swaying
into unison
is forgotten body music
I long for,
feel echo in my angles
when I watch.
He is a peach, fuzz-ripe.
She, the polished apple.
They swell round and firm
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without knowing
a twig dangles them
over the abyss.
That is their beauty to me:
innocence,
just beyond time’s claws.
As my offspring dash around the city and the globe, I am in awe of their energy. I forbear their
bemused impatience at their parents’ slowed pace. I also feel compassion—for the harsher
lessons that life will no doubt thrust upon them. These mixed feelings are bundled into the next
poem. It was inspired a few years ago by Wentworth Walker’s telling me of his delight in two
young people who painted his house.
IN GRATITUDE
(for Wentworth Walker)
The young give fragrance to our days,
not flower frail
but wind gazelles,
smooth bellies outspringing
time’s jaws.
They survive on instinct and innocence.
Sniffing, at first, with startled eyes,
they graze on little kindnesses
and trust
the sun will rise,
the moon
never turn tail.
Wiser, we watch them
wend across savannah,
graceful, unwary,
their delicate legs
strong with speed in flight.
We cheer their every escape.
May no hour
bring one down.
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You’ll notice how each of the last two poems ended on a slight note of fear. While my children
believe themselves invulnerable, time has been etching the fragility of life into my skin. On the
other hand, before I turn smug about being older and wiser, I mustn’t forget Club member and
fellow writer Madeleine Freeman. One day at the Literary Table, she looked at me quizzically
and murmured, “I think you are old enough now to read the poetry of May Sarton.” Old enough?
What on earth did Madeleine mean? Immediately after the Literary Table concluded, I dashed
across to the World’s Biggest Bookstore and bought May Sarton’s book The Silence Now.
Sarton’s poems revealed a new and growing preoccupation I shared: reducing the clutter of life
to find quiet and simplicity. Madeleine was clairvoyant. I had already written poems on that very
theme. For instance, “Signs of Aging”.
SIGNS OF AGING
Like shifting clouds
the hours
begin to thin,
pull too far
and now and then
part, from widening
vapour lips
letting “O”, “O”,
long blue sighs
drift.
Less and less gets done:
the violets unwatered,
dust sun-baked on glass,
chaos creeps in through drawers
and newspapers dropped unread.
It’s a comfort
not to find
forgettable things,
no longer straightening lines
or checking
that corners are squared
but also, of course, a signpost
along a dead-end road
unwinding into weeds.
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Instead of must and should
we pluck the fragrance of is.
While my own vision of aging is forming, I bet those watching further along the trail are keeping
mum about the life surprises that still await. Take Ezra Schabas, who told me that many senior
members of the Club are delightfully surprised on waking up in the morning to find themselves
still alive. His remark inspired this poem.
SECRET
(for Ezra Schabas)
That quiet half-smile, a nod,
what is it the silver-haired know,
graceful in their wrinkles,
edges and angles ground away by time?
Although their breathing slows,
catch the spark from their eyes?
There is more, it hisses,
as if little by little
we too shall understand
the gentling strength of steel
long weathered, well tempered,
how waiting to be struck
yet one more day waking
rings sweet.
What a psychological distance there is to travel on the journey from May to December, youth to
age. Just as I look down the valley of time at my grown children, no doubt many who are older
and wiser look down at me, from the heights of their greater wisdom. They nod their heads.
“She’ll find out.” In turn, I look up at them with respect, knowing they are a few steps nearer
Truth.
THE COMFORT OF ELDERS
You are my buffer between
the whitened landscape beyond a window
and now.
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A few hours higher,
you can see further
out over ice where the shore disappears.
Snowlight calms in your faces.
Blue drifts by, translucent
as untroubled eyes.
I know, if I wait
and crane on tiptoes,
one day
I may see you melted through glass
drifting away on the wind
like a shudder.
Little by little, we all rise from one plateau in time to the next. At various stages, the difference
between the plateaus may seem to diminish. Nonetheless, it is always, inexorably there, although
there is magic when two people reach out across that generational divide, even briefly [as in the
story next read aloud: “I’d Call That Kindness”, reprinted in Nine to Ninety: Stories across the
generations, Wordwrights Canada, 2009/2010).]
– // –
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Why Does Anyone Write?
By Susan Ioannou
In my case, it began simply as fun, around the age of seven, as soon as I could pencil words
phonetically into short sentences. Delighting in radio adventures of the day, first I scrawled detective
stories crackling with sound effects. Gradually, their noise gave way to tamer fictions about kittens
and horses. Following the Beat Generation, like many adolescents I turned inward through poetry.
As a woman, I shaped my early books close to home, in the domesticity of Motherpoems (1985),
the neighbourhood of Familiar Faces/Private Griefs (1986), and the childlike playfulness of
Read-Aloud Poems (1993, Revised 2001) and occasional light verse. Over the years, gradually
poetry became a quest. As my focus shifted to the angst of middle age, Clarity Between Clouds
(1991) looked for patterns to make sense of the life lived. In turn, while staring uneasily ahead at
ageing, illness, and death, Where the Light Waits (1996) raised the broader question of what
makes us civilized. In my latest manuscript Petra [on publication renamed Looking Through
Stone: Poems about the Earth], the angle has widened further, filtering the science of Earth’s
metals, gemstones, and mining through folklore and imagination. What marvels and quirks there
are in our shared physics. Under shifting surfaces, I continue to look for a mysterious order that
interconnects us and inspires our sense of wonder and aesthetic beauty. I am also a realist,
however, whose darker poems on individual suffering and war probe the violations of that order.
In my poetics, the writer is a magician. She creates a parallel world sensuous enough to draw the
reader in and become, for a few moments, part of the illusion. The poem is vicarious experience
(be that experience actual or made up, lyric or narrative). “It’s just like a movie inside my head,”
a child once paid my writing a high compliment. Ideally, I want the language to say what it must
without wasting breath, to be as three-dimensional as a rock on my palm, and even if the subject
matter is brutal, still to feel part of a larger, pleasing pattern. Little by little, I am also learning
how to make my lines more musical—a challenge for my next book.
Travel, crisis, and danger sharply contour a poet’s writing. My dramas, however, have been
essentially internal. Any poems set abroad are purely imaginary, inspired by reading the
newspaper, or absorbing the accounts of better-travelled friends. While I enjoy socializing
occasionally, within a quiet, family-centred life I also need long stretches alone, often retreating
to the anonymity of coffee shops and subway trains to write. What follows is a cross section of
my work, arranged from earlier to recent, suggesting the range of my subjects and treatments. I
hope the poems stand up to your scrutiny. Even more, I hope you enjoy them.
– // –
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E-MAIL, NOVEMBER 23, 2005

Reply to Sophie
By Susan Ioannou
Sophie asked
What makes a ‘good poem’ and a ‘great poem’?

Dear Sophie,
First, a great poem meets the basic technical requirements of a good poem.
1. The good poem is accessible. By this, I mean two things:
a. It is clear—enough that the first reading gives you at least a general idea of what the poet
is saying. A second or third reading simply adds to your understanding and enjoyment of
the subtler aspects.
b. It invites you to share an experience, by giving enough sensuous detail for you to see,
hear, and feel along with the poet. It doesn’t shut you out by referring to matters so
skimpily that only the poet knows who or what they are. It is a public work of literature,
not a private diary entry.
2. The language is vibrant.
a. The poet chooses words that are precise. For example, instead of stating flatly “a girl
went down the street”, using a more focused verb creates an exact picture of how she
moved: the girl “trudged”, “scampered”, “marched”, or “scurried” down the street.
b. The poet avoids clichés and helps us to see in fresh ways by making comparisons through
such images as simile, metaphor, personification, or symbol.
c. The actual sound of the words helps to build the mood. For example, in describing a baby
sleeping peacefully, the soft ‘l’, ‘n’, ‘m’, and ‘b’ sounds evoke gentleness: “Snuggled
under woolly covers, the baby lolls in dreams.” Listen to how different the scene sounds
when several words with harsh ‘k’, ‘t’, and ‘p’ consonants are used instead: “Stacked
with blankets, the tiny kid is fast asleep.”
d. End rhymes, if used, are natural and subtle. The words have not been twisted out of their
normal order just to make a neat rhyme at the end of the line. Often, a more pleasing
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harmony can be created by using a slant rhyme (a similar but not perfectly matching
sound) instead, or by burying the second rhyming word in the middle of the next line. For
example, notice the slant rhyme (“one”, at the end of line 1, with “on”, at the end of line
4) in this stanza from Emily Dickinson:
The robin is the one
That interrupts the morn
With hurried, few, express reports
When March is scarcely on.
e. Even in unrhymed, non-metrical free verse, the poem has a subtle rhythm that carries it
forward and (like the sound of the words) reinforces the overall mood.
3. The structure of the poem enhances its meaning.
a. The poem is subdivided into sections for two reasons:
i. Sections (either rhymed and metred stanzas or free-verse strophes) make the poem
look less daunting to read than a single big block of text.
ii. Sections (like paragraphs in prose) help the reader follow what’s happening in the
poem by reflecting where major changes in the action or ideas take place.
b. Most of the time, each line breaks in a natural place (at the end of a phrase, a clause, or a
whole sentence), or occasionally, in an unusual spot (e.g., she slowly / ran) in order to
emphasize an important word. Overall, the line breaks are a useful guide to where to
pause when reading the poem aloud.
To my mind, these are the basics of a good poem. However, beyond its technical skill, what
elevates a good poem into a great one? I think it has to do with a bonus: a breadth of vision—the
wisdom and insight—that an already good poem also gives us. We feel that reading the poem has
done more than show a colourful picture or make us notice something new and interesting. It
offers us an important gift. Our reaction is not just, “Oh, that’s a nice description”, but “Wow!”
A great poem we are not content to read just once or twice, but want to keep near us or even
memorize.
Of course, that “Wow!” factor can change over the years, depending on what speaks to us at a
given point in our life, and it can vary from person to person. As you read through Canadian
poetry, ask yourself which poems you personally would choose to read more than once for your
own pleasure (the “good” category). If there are any good poems you also feel the urge to
actually copy out and keep, they are more likely candidates to be called “great”.
– // –
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E-MAIL, OCTOBER 4, 2006\

Reply to Kurtis
By Susan Ioannou
Kurtis wrote:
Hi, I’m Kurtis. We are conducting a poetry contest at our school to find the Greatest Canadian
Poem. I have chosen your poem, Microcosmic, as one of my favourites. I certainly enjoyed the
poem and found it very profound. Because I have picked Microcosmic, there are a few questions
I would like to ask you. First, I would like to know what prompted you to write this poem.
Second, what do you think makes a great poem? Finally, would I be able to copy and distribute
the poem for use in the classroom? Thank you for your time, your input is greatly appreciated.

Hello, Kurtis,
I am both delighted and honoured that you chose my poem “Microcosmic”.
The poem was written some years ago when I first became fascinated by the links between
science, traditionally based on fact and reason, and imagination, as relied on by the creative
artist. When I read in a newspaper article about the formation of a new star far out in the
universe, it seemed as magical to me as the mystery in my husband’s garden of a tall flaming-red
poppy rising up out of a tiny black seed.
The more I thought about it, the more the two seemed like aspects of the same thing, just at
opposite ends of the scale in size, time, and distance. After all, as modern physicists since
Einstein have realized, even an atom can be broken down into smaller and smaller parts, until
ultimately what is left is amazing: both a particle and a wave—existing and not existing—at one
and the same instant. Everything is alive at once, as energy. To us, this cosmic soup appears to
take on myriad forms.
I still like to think that what we term “inanimate” has more “life” to it than reason usually
admits, and for the past few years have continued to explore this idea in a collection of poems
about geology, to be published by Your Scrivener Press in 2007, called Looking Through Stone.
It’s wonderful that you are asking what makes not just a good poem, but a great poem. It’s
difficult to pin down exactly. I would say that while the writing itself must be technically
excellent, it is vision that raises a poem to such an exalted level. A great poem is a revelation. It
shows us something never seen quite that way before, or it moves us to the core. It is not simply
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read and forgotten, but becomes a lasting part of our human experience. A great poem is also
rare!
Yes, you have my permission to copy and distribute “Microcosmic” in the classroom. I am very
happy to be asked. Poets often ponder whether anyone “out there” is reading their work. It’s
great to know you are!
Kurtis, thank you for writing.
– // –
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E-MAIL, MAY 23, 2007

Reply to Daniella
By Susan Ioannou
Daniella wrote:
Hello Mrs. Ioannou. My name is Daniella. For my grade 11 oral, I am writing a piece on your
poem, “North of Capricorn”. Besides what has been given in your speech, I was trying—
unsuccessfully—to find what inspired you to write those poems. What were your thought
processes? What did you think of the poem once you were done writing it? Is there anything that
you wish to have been realized by somebody who has read your poems? Is there anything else
that you can tell me about this poem and, more specifically, why you have repeated the line “but
it has no brain” at the end of each stanza? I, for one, do have a shrewd idea, but I felt that, given
the circumstances, you would know more about the poem than I can ever hope to find on it, for
you are the author. Thank you so much.

Hello, Daniella,
I’ll try to answer your questions.
What inspired “North of Capricorn”?
Many of my poems are inspired by simple, everyday happenings, such as playing outdoors with
my young children in “Mothering Days” or noticing a first few spears of grass poking through
the snow in “Poem in February”. With “North of Capricorn”, I was leafing through a National
Geographic magazine in the dentist’s waiting room. A vivid colour photograph caught my
attention, and the accompanying short article told about a giant box jellyfish, scientifically
named Chironex Fleckeri, that was living in the warm sea waters off the coast of Australia. I
found the creature quite frightening, with its metres-long, stinging, and lethally poisonous
tentacles, but especially the fact that it had not one but four faces, and each grotesque face had its
own eye. (It reminded me of the giant Cyclops in Greek mythology whom Odysseus had to blind
in order to find his way home to Ithaca from the Trojan War. However, with its extra faces that
box jellyfish felt four times worse.)
Why repeat “but it has no brain”?
At the same time as I was repulsed, I was also morbidly fascinated by the instinctive insistence
of its attacks—drawn simply by light, in ironic contrast to its own dark purposes that included
devouring even small children. It killed so impersonally, it made me think of the wars, mass
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murders, and other great evil forces that steamroller over the world and bring heartless
destruction. Repeating the line four times (you could say, one for each face) was a way of
emphasizing the horror, but also of trying to grasp what bothered me even more: the
mindlessness of its attacks, as if it were just a killing machine. I thought of the terrible, blind
violence that can arise when mob psychology takes over a crowd (or a whole nation), and people
stop using their brains and hearts to act in a civilized and compassionate manner.
What are my thought processes?
Once the idea for a poem gets into my head, I just start writing down whatever occurs to me
about it, as if I am having a conversation with myself. I write anything and everything, just as it
chatters through my consciousness. When I’ve run out of ideas, I lay the pages aside. A day or
two later, I come back and look at what I’ve written. Is there any shape to the ideas? Where are
they going? What is the centre? I read the lines aloud to listen for clues about where the poem
might be leading. I trim, reword, and rearrange the lines. I read them aloud once more, edit
further, then put the pages away. Another day I come back and scrutinize everything with fresh
eyes and ears. Again, I search for the point underlying what I am groping to say and the shape of
the poem that is trying to emerge. Each day, I work on a fresh copy of the poem, but keep the
previous versions, in case I need to backtrack. This process goes on and on and on, usually
through dozens of rewrites, until finally the poem finds its shape and is saying what I didn’t at
first know it wanted to say but I now sense it does. Overall, much of the process is intuitive, but
once the poem’s general direction has become clear, I also apply my knowledge of writing
techniques to help with the editing.
What do I think of the poem when I’ve done writing it?
Some poems I am happy with, and they find their way into literary magazines and books. The ones
I’m not so keen on I put into a three-ring binder to have another try at again months or even years
later, and if they’re still not working, I may trash them then. Three decades ago, I decided to take a
hard look at my early poems. “If I were to die tomorrow,” I said to myself, “and somebody found
these poems, would I want him/her to think these were the best I could write?” If my answer was,
“No,” I discarded the poem. Altogether, about 150 fluttered into the garbage pail.
What is realized?
I hope that my poems are bridges, allowing me to meet readers imaginatively halfway in shared
human experience.
Best wishes for success with your oral presentation.
– // –
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Poetry, Thy Muse Is Named “Rocks”
By Peter McBride
Canadian poet Susan Ioannou has discovered literary inspiration in rocks, minerals and mining in
producing her poems about the earth collection Looking Through Stone. The book was released
at a launch and reading last evening. Her work is an artistic alloy blending the imagery and
structure of geology and mining with the rhythms and rhymes of poetry.
“While you may think it is a bit peculiar to produce a book about rocks, look at our own bodies,”
she said at the launch. “We are full of minerals—calcium, magnesium, iron, nickel, copper—and
we are not so far away from the rocks ourselves.” Her interest in this subject matter was sparked in
part by the geological studies of her son and the interest in gems and jewellery of her daughter.
The collection of poetry is divided into four main sections—a view of the earth and creation,
metals, myths and legends related to gemstones, and the history and engineering of mining along
with its social and economic impact. “Science analyzes, and art creates metaphors. Ultimately,
by combining the two points of view, I hope I have written poems that are both solid and
beautiful,” she added.
Ms. Ioannou deserves full marks for doing her homework and ensuring that her poems are
technically accurate. Where else can you find poems containing words, which are close to the
hearts of mining people, such as “magnetometer,” feldspar”, “GPS-gizmos”, “Precambrian”,
“octahedral”, “reclaiming” and “kimberlite”. Included in some poems are the uses and
applications of many minerals. “In doing my research, I was fascinated by the tremendous
contribution mining has made to the wealth of Canada,” she said.
Ms. Ioannou is an accomplished Canadian author who won the Okanagan Short Story Award in
1997 and she has been a finalist twice for the CBC Literary Awards. Her poetry, fiction and
articles have appeared in numerous publications across Canada.
While the outmoded stereotype of a miner may be the antithesis of poetry in some people’s
minds, perhaps it is time to update the image of the miner as more of a Renaissance Man, or
Woman, who has a sensitive and contemplative artistic side. The mining sector should embrace
this collection of poetry, which shows the industry from a different and enlightening perspective,
as its own. Looking Through Stone is published by Your Scrivener Press, which is located in the
mining capital of Canada—Sudbury.
– // –
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Poems about the Earth
By Andrew Linder
It was her son who turned Susan Ioannou into a poet of rocks, metals, gemstones and mining.
Having described in his application essay to the engineering program at the University of
Toronto his love of the outdoors and his experience building a bridge in the Boy Scouts, he
wound up, unexpectedly, in geological engineering. It was also very fortunate for Susan who
observed her son among his rocks.
“There are some of them right there,” she said, pointing to a shelf. “I could see how he would
look at them and handle them. There is a certain aesthetic appeal.”
Looking over her son’s shoulders while he was doing research for one of his professors, she fell
in love with the very names of the rocks. “Crustal and grossular,” she says with the delight of a
wine taster, the sound rolling off her lips. “Scapolite, rodingites and plagioclase,” the material of
multiple-choice tests in geology turned to high art. She is quoting from one of her poems, “Even
the Words.”
She does not do things halfway. Over a 10-year period, she worked and reworked the poems in
this collection and studied “the Earth”, as she calls it in the subtitle of her most recent work,
Looking Through Stone: Poems about The Earth, published in May by Sudbury’s Your
Scrivener’s Press. “It is sort of like prospecting,” she says of the long process of writing and
revision, research and study that went into this collection. “Digging here, doing some seismic
there.”
There can never be too many tools for hard-rock mining. Why not poetry? “There is something
about the language of geology that I love,” she says. “A lot of it is very nitty-gritty. The words
can create images in themselves.” She does it over and over again in her poems, turning the
ordinary into the enchanting. She notices, for example, in a section of her work devoted to metals
how mercury forms beads that “won’t soak through the thinnest fabric/but wobble like greasy
raindrops/off a duck’s wing.” The interaction of the organic and the inorganic, earth’s time and
our own, is a continuing preoccupation and the organizing theme of her collection.
The book is graced by a lovely cover from the Laurentian University Earth Science Department’s
photomicrography lab featuring a “thin section” of kimberlite at the front, basalt and grunerite
magnetite in the background. In between, the mining industry, chiefly remembered in poetry for
mournful songs of former disasters, shines in a new light. It is as if miners still had a canary in
the mineshaft along with them as they go down, as in the first line of the poem “Underground”
from a section of her work devoted to mining:
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Suspended 1,000 metres into the mine,
through wire mesh under your boots,
you glimpse lights twinkling
a further 500 metres down,
a black sea netted in stars.
That last is a lovely image. “I don’t think this book will teach geologists anything,” said Susan
Ioannou of her work. She is wrong. It will, and a great deal too.
– // –
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Landscape / Inscape
(about the writing of Looking Through Stone: Poems about the Earth)

By Susan Ioannou
Why would anyone write a poetry book about rocks? It all began with a photo.
A decade ago, my son was in university, studying mineral engineering, a subject about as far
away as one can get from my own degrees in English literature. That summer, as part of his field
experience, he spent a couple of weeks with a mining company drill crew in the Nevada desert.
There he met a whole other world, of gun-toting, steak-eating, tough guys—the rough and
tumble of the Wild West all over again.
But it was the desert itself that intrigued him. In the haunting photo he gave me, there he sat, in
the middle of nowhere, atop a high hill, a solitary figure with white cowboy hat in hand, gazing
across miles of undulating terrain dotted with sage. What dreams were behind that far-away
expression, I wondered. His touching image inspired me to write a poem, later titled “Hammer
Trail”, that concludes:
This is old-prospector terrain
that swallows rotted boards
and rusty wheels,
soundless as dead coyotes
deep down abandoned mines,
still as the endless, blurred scrub
where a red four-by-four winds
farther and farther, a speck
disappearing.
The next source of inspiration was a rock. As other field work took my son to Northern Ontario
and Quebec, box after box of rocks arrived at our house. One day, when I entered his room, he
held out a rock for me to look at. “Beautiful, isn’t it,” he said. I was startled. His appreciation
was not just aesthetic, but reverent even—much more than the assessment of a detached scientist.
This experience inspired the poem “Rock Sample”, which begins
As he tilts the rock sample across his palm
chipped turquoise becomes
the Caribbean
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glowing against the night, its porous stone
solidified waves, moon hidden behind
the dark, breathless
as that barely perceptible ache
his rational mind would deny
—Merely chemical formulae.
Back at school, he pored through weighty textbooks and typed massive, esoteric essays. I was
curious and peered over his shoulder. Of course, I expected to see technical jargon—and there
was plenty, such mouth-jamming phrases as “main paroxysmal (diastrophic) phase of the
orogeny”.
Whew! However, interspersed with the abstract Latinate terms were other marvellous words as
well, words so concrete and vivid they made my fingers curl. Just listen to these examples:











bleb (a small rounded inclusion)
breccia (rock fragments)
dripstone (deposits made by flowing water)
drusy (containing encrustations)
jaw crusher (a machine for breaking up rock)
lamella (a thin plate or leaf)
mucker (a machine to dig out earth and rock)
siliceous (a rock with abundant quartz)
varve (a pair of seasonally deposited layers in water)
winze (an internal mine shaft)

Even if I didn’t understand all the words’ meanings, it didn’t matter. Their very sound conveyed
a feeling for the solidity, texture, and beauty of rock. So a third source of inspiration was the
language of geology itself. This verbal three-dimensionality led to another early poem for the
book, titled “Even the Words”. In it, I chose geological terms that were wonderfully sensuous,
and wrote my own fanciful responses to them, based simply on what their sound suggested to
me. Here are three stanzas:
Fingered close to the ear,
even the words are solid
enough to pan for sound.
Taste their grit and sheen.
Crustal and grossular scrape.
Scapolite juts its corners.
Like a spade swung against metal
klint shivers the air.
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If tourmaline cools the tongue,
skarn is half skunk, half onion.
Be careful not to breathe too deep
or choke on a cloud of vug.
No wonder my son liked studying geology! Much of the language, like the rocks themselves,
was gritty and vibrant. When one of my son’s professors asked me to edit a layman’s booklet on
mining geology, I was intrigued. My studies began in earnest, and led to poems on igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. The more I read, the more I was curious and wanted to
learn.
The field of geology was not nearly as cut and dried as I had expected. Metals and minerals
themselves possessed amazing physical properties. For example, did you know that when ground
to a powder, uranium can set itself alight? Or that gold can be drawn out to a single fine wire as
much as 80 kilometres long? Earlier centuries that lacked such hard science, much to my delight
were as imaginative as any poet in explaining metals and minerals. For example, in ancient Peru,
the Incas believed that gold fell to Earth from the sky, as the sweat of the sun—a lovely fancy. In
the Middle Ages, cathedral craftsmen fashioning organ pipes insisted that they heard the tin “cry
out” as if human, and over time, saw warts appear along its surface. These oddities they deemed
the wicked work of the devil. The real reasons, discovered centuries later, were less romantic.
The tin’s cry when bent was actually the sound of its crystals breaking, and the warts were a
chemical reaction brought on by winter’s cold.
On the other hand, certain customs did have a scientific basis. The Egyptians and Babylonians
bragged about the divine strength of their swords made of superior iron hurled down from the
heavens in thunder clouds. Actually, this early nickel-laced iron did fall to Earth—in meteor
showers. Here is another example: for centuries, European nobility wined and dined with silver
utensils, and a new baby was given a silver spoon. The practice was more than a sign of wealth,
however, as it was later discovered that silver also had strong antibacterial properties. In fact,
before the advent of antibiotics, the metal was a common medicine. It had a peculiar side-effect
though: years of swallowing silver particles gradually gave aristocrats’ skin a blue-grey pallor—
the origin of our term “blue bloods”.
Minerals, too, were a rich store of folklore. When cut and polished into gemstones, they were
valued not only for their beauty and rarity, but also for their exotic origins. For instance,
according to legend, an emerald was to be found in the nest of a gryphon (a mythical creature
with the body of a lion and the head and wings of an eagle). When new, the emerald was
colourless, then gradually it would “ripen” to green. Remember the ancient Greek myth about
young Phaethon, who drove the chariot of the sun so wildly across the sky he almost set the earth
on fire? When Zeus struck him down with a thunderbolt, Phaethon’s three sisters were so grief
stricken, they turned into poplar trees. Their resinous tears fell into the Baltic Sea and hardened
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to become the first amber. Like many gemstones, amber was fabled to have therapeutic
properties. It could cool a fever, shrink a goitre, and cure whooping cough. It also had the
magical ability to make an unfaithful wife confess.
As my research led me further, into the very origins of the universe and life on Earth, I was
struck by the crossovers between the supposedly inert realm of rocks and the biologically active
sphere of plants and animals. On the deep ocean floor, I learned, black-smoker clouds boiled up
through vents in the Earth’s crust. In them, lived primeval bacteria. What astonished me, besides
their ability to thrive in extremely high temperatures, was their food. These living organisms fed
on the up-bubbling particles of metal.
But a real eye-opener was simply reading the ingredients on the back of a multivitamin bottle.
We too needed to swallow metals, such as copper, manganese, and zinc, to maintain good health.
So, in our own chemical composition, were we really that different from rocks? As I wrote in the
poem “The Link”:
For what are we,
but the calcium of bones,
the brines of underground seas
awash with magnesium, potassium, iron
filling the little caverns of our mouths
with our macroscopic plankton.
Conversely, were rocks that different from us? Consider the chemistry through which minerals
were born. As two microscopic ions drifted toward each other, there was that crucial moment
when they either connected and formed the seed that would grow into a full crystal, or for some
unknown reason just passed each other by. Wasn’t the unpredictability of their attraction like our
own romantic love? When I presented this point to my son, he scoffed at my notion. The poem
“Mineralogy Lesson” records our debate: scientist versus romantic, he arguing that it is all just
physics, while I insist, “Isn’t that love?” In the final line, when he blushes, I like to think I won
the argument.
Given these links between the human and the seemingly inanimate, I wondered if our difference
from rocks was only an illusion arising from the relative speed of time. Our own lives whipped
by measured in minutes and days, while the massively slower geological cycles spanned eons. In
other words, were we humans not simply one speck in a vast continuum of being from the
subatomic microcosm of particle physics to the macrocosmic universe? This thought inspired the
poem “Why” that ultimately became the Prologue to the book. It ends:
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Great ages echo and shiver,
playing themselves out
within our puny bones.
However, despite such musings, geology was no field for sissies, I learned. It frequently involved
travel by small plane or helicopter to remote and sometimes dangerous areas. (On a trip to
Eritrea, in Africa, my son was accompanied by armed guards.) One had to be physically strong,
determined, and able to cope in the wilds. For example, while working on his Ph.D. thesis, he
spent many weeks mapping and gathering rock samples in the wilderness of northern Quebec,
completely alone. One day, in the middle of nowhere, he inadvertently drove off an overgrown
dirt track, and his pickup truck sank two feet down into muskeg. He had little choice. In a broken
boot, he hobbled 9 miles through bear country to a mining site. Taking pity on the kid, the
workers drove out a massive tank-treaded mining vehicle to haul his truck from the muck. It was
this type of adventure that inspired me to write the poem “Prospector”, about another young
geologist named Eira Thomas. At the age of only 24, despite dangerous odds, she discovered the
highest grade cluster of diamond pipes in the world, valued at 138 million carats, which
eventually became Canada’s Diavik diamond mine.
What a pleasure it was to write about such adventures and Earth’s wonders—to get outside the
narrow sphere of my own emotions and the incessant “I”, “I”, “I” of the lyric poem. For a few
years, I continued in this vein, writing about whatever struck my geological fancy. Two Arts and
Letters Club members also contributed inspiration. Jinny Storr’s account of listening to beach
shells set me writing the opening lines of the poem “Oracle Stones”, and Doug Purdon’s thrilling
account of going deep down a Northern Ontario mine resulted in the poem titled “Underground”.
By 2002, I realized that the poems fell naturally into four groups: basic geology, metals,
gemstones, and mining history. On a whim, I applied to the Ontario Arts Council for a Works in
Progress grant. I was curious. In an era that favoured lyric poetry, would writing about such
factual material as tectonic plates or government regulations for reclaiming a mined-out
landscape be counted poetry?
The Ontario Arts Council apparently thought so and awarded me a grant to complete the writing
of the book. Since my cerebral approach was more like that of a didactic eighteenth-century,
Neoclassicist, rather than a nineteenth-century Romantic pouring out feeling, I could more easily
concentrate on the craft of writing. I aimed for clarity, precision, and colour in the language, and
tried to create a subtle music through assonance, consonance, alliteration, and internal rhyme,
while instilling rhythm through a repeated triadic structure.
In 2006, I submitted the manuscript to Your Scrivener Press because it was located in Sudbury,
the mining capital of Canada. A year later, the book was published. The title Looking Through
Stone: Poems about the Earth was chosen to suggest the dual focus. While the book described
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the external world of rocks, minerals, and mining, it also looked deeper, to see how the world
was linked, both in physics and spirit, with us—outer with inner, landscape and inscape. This
dual focus was reflected in the cover also. It is a collage of “thin sections” of the interiors of
actual rocks (kimberlite, basalt, and grunerite magnetite) as photographed under a microscope
(“photomicrographs”).
What the literary community thinks of the book, I have yet to learn. In the meantime, Looking
Through Stone has been well received in mining and geology circles, delighted that a poet would
write about their field. The book has even been incorporated into the Rainbow District School
Board pilot curriculum Specialist High Skills Major in Mining.
Looking Through Stone has had musical appeal also. Last winter, the poem “Oracle Stones” was
set to music by Canadian composer Lesley Uyeda. Under the Canada Council New Music in
New Places program, it premiered with soprano Heather Pawsey, Kathryn Cernauskas on flute,
AK Coope on clarinet, and Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa on piano, in the most perfect setting: the mill of
the restored Britannia Mine in Squamish, B.C. Here is a brief description from the Canadian
Music Centre (March 16, 2008):
What does it mean to “go underground”? When we “descend to the depths”, what are we
searching for, and what will we do with what we find? Mined Over Matter, played out
against the stunning and industrial backdrop of the British Columbia Museum of Mining…
conducts the audience on a metaphysical—and literal—exploration of “mind” and
“mined”, beginning in the artefact-filled machine shop, descending through the mysterious
and confining spaces of the 1912 tunnels, and finally emerging in the soaring, cathedrallike grandeur of the 1923 gravity-fed concentrator mill.
[A 4 ½ minute video clip of the concert is online at
http://www.miningindustrytv.com/videos/view/2765]
Last spring, fellow Club member Bill Whiteacre asked me what my “best” book was.
Usually, I answer that my best book is the one I am going to write next. However, of those
already in print, I would have to say Looking Through Stone. It has been immensely
satisfying to write a collection of poems that goes beyond recording personal emotion, that
seeks to inform, to delight, and to inspire reflection. I am thrilled that the book also has found
a practical role, as a way to appreciate not only the physical riches and imaginative
interpretation of our Earth, but also the mineral industry that has contributed so much to
Canada’s prosperity.
- // -
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CanLit Poets Interview – Susan Ioannou
Is there a specific moment that inspired you to pursue poetry?
I didn’t start out as a poet. Excited by detective programs on the radio, as soon as I could spell
enough words phonetically (by grade two), I pencilled my own boisterous stories. My later,
elementary school poems arose from listening also. My father often recited aloud from a book of
comic verse he and a friend had translated. My rhymes were composed for family occasions,
such as Mother’s Day or my father’s birthday. It wasn’t until my teens that poetry overtook
fiction as my main pursuit.
How/where do you find inspiration today?
With age, my poems have grown meditative. More and more, I believe the Muse whispers the
words of the first drafts in my ear—but only when she deems fit.
What is your writing process?
Especially when my children were young, my early published poetry was rooted in the details of
everyday life. I wrote simply what I saw or experienced and how I felt about it. My 2007 book
Looking Through Stone: Poems about the Earth was very different. For ten years, I read widely
and made detailed notes about geology, metals, minerals, and mining history. Whenever I
discovered a fascinating detail that fired my imagination, I attempted to build a poem around it.
The challenge was to blend scientific fact and folklore into a coherent and unified collection of
poems that both informed and were artistically pleasing.
What is your revision/editing process?
Nowadays, once I have “caught” the Muse’s whispers on paper, I don’t trust my eyes. Over and
over, I reread the lines both silently and out loud. Every time I sense a lump, I know something is
wrong. I try to figure out what. Is it a sound that conflicts with the mood I want to fashion? Is the
rhythm off balance? Does an image veer from the truth of what I want to say? After I think I’ve
pinpointed and fixed the problem, I reread again. Yet another lump appears, in the same or the
next line. I try to figure out and fix it too, careful not to distort my original meaning as I shift
words around. After several hours work, I put the poem away for a few days. When I come back
with fresh eyes and ears, to my astonishment and dismay more lumps surface. The process goes
on and on, day after day, until months later I believe all the lumps have been ironed out, and at
last the poem both sounds right and is true to what I meant.
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Did you write poetry in high school? If yes, how did you get started? If no, why not?
As well as rhymed verse to amuse my father, I wrote my first serious high school poems to
release my feelings about a confusing period in my life.
What inspired "Mourner"?
“Mourner” was written for an acquaintance whose wife died without warning. The shock of her
loss was a wake-up call that he too, like all of us, was standing on the edge of mortality and
could be snatched from this earth at any time. He also had to suffer knowing it was too late to
say the good things to her that he should have, long before.
What poetic techniques did you use in "Mourner"?
The poem is built on the image of a volcanic vent to express the intensity of the husband’s
combined fear, grief, and remorse. I used near rhyme (“eyes … reminds”; “down … long …
gone”) and internal rhyme (“thins … skin”) to build harmony. I made the lines uneven in length
to reflect the mourner’s emotional turmoil.
Do you use any resources that a young poet would find useful (e.g. websites, text books,
etc.)?
The League of Canadian Poets’ website www.youngpoets.ca offers encouragement and much
valuable information and advice for student writers. Wordwrights Canada provides another
writers’ website www.wordwrights.ca offering books, an online course, and a page of Canadian
Student Writing Resources. In my own poetry, to get the right combination of meaning and
sound, I rely on Collins Ringbinder Thesaurus and Whitfield’s University Rhyming Dictionary.
When you were high school aged, what would have been helpful/motivating to hear from a
published poet?
I was lucky: an older family friend was a published writer. When I showed her my youthful
poems, she told me what she liked about them, and I felt validated. However, she also
encouraged me to move beyond my own inward-gaze and look at the wider world around me as
a subject for my writing. In other words, she pointed out the next step on a lifelong path.
– // –
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Reply to Felix
By Susan Ioannou
Felix wrote:
this is felix from vancouver, bc. recently i’ve been going through some of your poems as a
preparation for my upcoming english poetry unit presentation. i found your poem north of
capricorn particularly interesting. i notice that your inspiration of this poem is from national
geographic; however, i do have some questions about this particular poem. it seems to me that
the speaker of the poem does not simply depict the jelly fish, but also might reflect on how the
evils, and wicked have risen these days. is that what you originally intended? or anyhow you are
just basically talking about chironex fleckeri? is there actually any specific events which trigger
you to write this poem? why is the poem titled “north of Capricorn”? is it a location where the
jelly fish inhabits? or other something more profound than that?

Hello, Felix,
Thank you for your e-mail. I always appreciate learning that my poems are being read. Yes, you
are correct. “North of Capricorn” aims to convey more than a physical description of the
jellyfish. Indeed, it does “reflect on how the evils, and wicked have risen”, but not just in recent
days. Over centuries, the potential for evil has been with us. The deceptive allure of its
“shimmering filaments” at the end of the “pier” where we anchor our daily lives has even drawn
the curious and unsuspecting to lean into the darkness.
Instead, I believe, we must consciously guard the values of goodness and freedom. Too easily,
they can begin “rippling” away little by little, until a destructive force, such as political
corruption, crime, or war, sweeps them beyond reach. What makes such a possibility even more
horrifying, to me, is the mindlessness that allows the destructive process to be set in motion and
progress until too late—why the jellyfish “has no brain”.
The photograph and description of Chironex Fleckeri in National Geographic evoked for me the
relentless power of an elemental force at work. The poem that resulted was intended as a
timeless, broad statement, and did not refer to any one specific historical event. Nonetheless, the
poem was written in a decade that witnessed both the Bosnian War of 1992 to 1995 that followed
the breakup of the former Yugoslavia, and the Quebec Referendum of 1995 that almost split
apart our own country of Canada. No doubt those events contributed to the urgency underlying
my larger theme.
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The title “North of Capricorn” is simply a geographical reference to the Tropic of Capricorn, as
the jellyfish is found in the waters off Northern Australia.
I hope the above answers your questions. If you’d like to read some graphic details about how
big and nasty this actual jellyfish is, just type Chironex Fleckeri into Google, and it will show
you links to a Wikipedia account and also to Web pages with colour photos. Doing that should
give you a good idea why I think this creature serves as a strong symbol for evil.
– // –
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Susan, a Lesson in Awesomeness
Submitted by Sarah Tsiang
As some of you may have suspected I am a dedicated Susanphile. So much so, that I’m
currently in the midst of editing a new anthology: Desperately Seeking Susans, which will
only contain Canadians named Susan (or reasonable variant thereof). As much as I loved
Susans, before I began editing the anthology, my knowledge of Canadian poets named Susan
wasn’t exhaustive. Among the Susans I discovered in the process of my research were Susan
Ioannou and Susan Telfer. Susan Ioannou is a wonderfully talented and prodigious Susan who
already has many books, while Susan Telfer is a relatively new voice whose beautiful first
book House Beneath was published in 2009.
I hope you enjoy these Susans as much as I do!

Susan Ioannou
1) What makes you so awesome?
The question should be instead: “What makes the Muse so awesome?” She is a harsh
taskmistress, who demands a poet kneel at her feet.
2) What inspires you to write when you’re feeling stuck?
Anything that sparks my imagination or stirs deep feeling—an oddity, a memory, a strain of
music, a quirk of science, conjunctions—I am wide open.
3) What fascinates you?
The mysteries of existence.
4) What poem do you wish you had written? Why?
A perfect poem that is sensuously rich, musical, and profound. I would hope it has enduring
meaning for someone.
5) What do you wish you had known when you started writing?
Nothing. The endless journey itself of discovering how to write poetry is what fulfills me.
6) What’s your best joke?
That I can never remember the punch line.
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Susan Ioannou is a Toronto poet, who also writes literary essays and fiction. Her poetry books
include Coming Home: An Old Love Story (Leaf Press) and Looking Through Stone: Poems
about the Earth (Your Scrivener Press), and the guide A Magical Clockwork: The Art of
Writing the Poem (Wordwrights Canada).
– // –
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Looking for Light: Searching for Truth and Beauty in a
Dark World
Patrick Connors
Susan Ioannou’s fiction, articles, and poetry have appeared across Canada. She is the winner of
an Okanagan Short Story Award, twice a finalist in the CBC Literary Awards, and the recipient
of Works in Progress and Writers’ Reserve grants from the Ontario Arts Council. Looking for
Light is about to be released by Hidden Brook Press.
“I have published 4 full-length manuscripts,” she said, “as well as many chapbooks since 1979. I
have improved as a writer because I have worked hard at it. This also led me to write A Magical
Clockwork: The Art of Writing the Poem, a book on writing craft, in 2000.”
The first poem in Looking for Light, “Make It Beautiful”, begins with a simple, whispered
command from the muse to the narrator. The narrator wonders how to find beauty in a world
marred by tragedies foreign and domestic.
“On 9/11, I was supposed to give a talk on Virginia Woolf—whom I love—at The Arts and
Letters Club,” Ioannou said. “I was too distraught, and had to postpone the talk. There is so
much quality in life. But how do you reconcile the beautiful things people create with the awful
things going on in the world?”
I asked her for an answer to this poem’s concluding question: What does it mean to honour the
Muse?
“She makes me do all the work. She makes me agonize over the decisions, the artistry.
You don’t have any choice. I don’t believe in writing based on what is fashionable. You have to
write as you see it.”
From the section titled “Beyond Knowing”, we get the lovely shorter poem “Looking”, where
the narrator again asks a number of questions. These are framed with vivid imagery such as “the
earth aromatic after rain”, “light like a clean sheet the sky pulls taut”, and “the slow flaming
explosions of space”.
I asked her how she differentiates between God and the Muse.
“God is some vast spiritual essence. If anything does control the universe, it does. The Muse is
connected to poetry, a task mistress, demanding that I do everything the best I can.”
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“It was great working with Susan,” said Richard Grove, publisher of Hidden Brook Press. “She
is just a seasoned pro writer. She has been writing and publishing for decades. It shows in the
quality of her poetry and in how professionally she presented her finished manuscript.”
“Grove works very hard, and has novel ideas about how to promote books,” said Ioannou. “I’m
pretty fussy about things—the page proofs have gone through nine changes—but he has been
very patient.
“I said to him that this might be my last book. I don’t have any driving theme in mind to work on
another one. However, the poetry will lead you to a theme.”
The final full section of the book, which I found to be critical to the whole, is called “Passing
Seventy”. I asked her to what extent this work is a memoir, especially in this final section.
“It deals a lot with where I am psychologically. As a whole, these poems are a reflection of
things which concern me. However, I am not interested in being what you would call a
confessional poet.”
The poem “Bed” tells of the narrator’s changed taste in mattresses, now preferring one which is
softer. Where the younger edition of the protagonist sprang up with the birds, the wizened
version is “…in no hurry/to scatter birds./I savour—I cling to—/their song.”
“I was ill for three years, spending many hours a day in bed,” said Ioannou. “Listening to the
birds in the morning helped me get through the day.”
I wondered how this compares with the appreciation of poetry.
“I generally read poetry critically, see a line which is beautiful, and then ask what makes it
beautiful. This differentiates from my appreciating mind, say when I’m reading Gwendolyn
MacEwen, who really speaks to me. You have to be looking for something in the first place to
get something out of it.”
Please join Ioannou, as well as other writers recently published by Hidden Brook Press, for a
launch event at the Supermarket, 268 Augusta Avenue, on Sunday, May 22nd, at 4:00. A $15
cover charge includes a copy of one of the new titles.
– // –
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Literary Activities
During the Period from 1980 to 2016
Author
Poetry, fiction, non-fiction, and children’s books (see http://www3.sympatico.ca/susanio/feature.html )
Cross-Canada Writers’ Quarterly / Magazine
Associate Editor, columnist, writing competition judge
Director, Manuscript Reading Service
Wordwrights Canada
Author and publisher, how-to booklets, market directories, and The Canadian Writers’ Contest Calendar
(now owned by White Mountain Publications)
Creator, Web pages: Canadian Writing Resources for Students, and Canadian Links of Interest to Writers
Editor, literary manuscripts
Editor and publisher, Kuttel Daddeldu and Scarborough Poems
Founder: Frank E. Thomas Award for poetry, and (for CANSCAIP) Ebel Award for children’s writing
Founder and Director, The Poetry Tutorial / Lessons in Writing the Poem correspondence / online courses
Webmaster, Wordwrights Canada and ClearTEXT
Canadian Poetry Association
Editor, Poemata
Compiler, first CPA Constitution
The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto
First head, Writers’ Table
Host, Poetry Tables
Repeat guest speaker, Literary Table
Instructor
Castle Frank / Rosedale Heights Poets’ Workshop
Editors’ Association of Canada seminars on magazine design
Ryerson Literary Society poetry workshops
University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies poetry workshops
Other
Guest speaker, GTA writers’ groups
Performer, public poetry readings
Poet in the Schools
Poetry Editor, Arts Scarborough Newsletter
Judge
Editors’ Association of Canada Tom Fairley Award for Editorial Excellence
The League of Canadian Poets mentoring program
Volunteer
Editors’ Association of Canada Canadian Library Association convention booth
The League of Canadian Poets Word on the Street booth
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